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ABSTRACT
Social behaviors in groups has been the subjects of hundreds of studies in a va-
riety of research disciplines, including biology, physics, and robotics. In particular,
flocking behaviors (commonly exhibited by birds and fish) are widely considered
archetypical social behavioris and are due, in part, to the local interactions among
the individuals and the environment. Despite a large number of investigations and
a significant fraction of these providing algorithmic descriptions of flocking models,
incompleteness and imprecision are readily identifiable in these algorithms, algorith-
mic input, and validation of the models. This has led to a limited understanding of
the group level behaviors. Through two case-studies and a detailed meta-study of
the literature, this dissertation shows that study of the individual behaviors are not
adequate for understanding the behaviors displayed by the group.
To highlight the limitations in only studying the individuals, this dissertation
introduces a set of tools, that together, unify many of the existing microscopic ap-
proaches. A meta-study of the literature using these tools reveal that there are many
small differences and ambiguities in the flocking scenarios being studied by different
researchers and domains; unfortunately, these differences are of considerable signifi-
cance. To address this issue, this dissertation exploits the predictable nature of the
group’s behaviors in order to control the given group and thus hope to gain a fuller
understanding of the collective.
From the current literature, it is clear the environment is an important determi-
nant in the resulting collective behaviors. This dissertation presents a method for
reasoning about the effects the geometry of an environment has on individuals that
exhibit collective behaviors in order to control them. This work formalizes the prob-
ii
lem of controlling such groups by means of changing the environment in which the
group operates and shows this problem to be PSPACE-Hard. A general methodology
and basic framework is presented to address this problem. The proposed approach
is general in that it is agnostic to the individual’s behaviors and geometric represen-
tations of the environment; allowing for a large variety in groups, desired behaviors,
and environmental constraints to be considered. The results from both the sim-
ulations and over 80 robot trials show (1) the solution can automatically generate
environments for reliably controlling various groups and (2) the solution can apply to
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Bold capital roman letter Denotes a set (e.g., A(t)).
Bold lowercase roman letter Denotes a vector (e.g., vi(t)).
=˙ Definition (i.e., x =˙ y should be read as
“x is defined as y”).
∗ Denotes a preference (e.g., di∗(t)=˙ the di-
rection vector from agent i to location ∗
at time t).
xˆi(t) Denotes the normalized form of xi(t).
xix(t) Denotes the x component of xi(t) (We
only use this notation for the first three
components; x, y, and z).
⊥ (xi(t)) Denotes the vector perpendicular to xi(t).
∠(xi(t)) Denotes the argument of the vector xi(t)
(i.e., the angle describing the direction of
a vector).
A(t) The set of all group members at time t.
Di(t) The set of all group members detected
by the ith group member at time t (i.e.,
Di(t) ⊆ A(t)).
vi
Ii(t) The set of all group members selected
by the perception function (i.e., Ii(t) ⊆
Di(t)).
ri(t) The position of the i
th group member at
time t.
dij(t) The direction vector from the i
th group
member to the jth group member at time
t.
vi(t) The velocity of the i
th group member at
time t.
ui(t) The speed of the i
th group member at time
t.
θi(t) The orientation of the i
th group member
at time t (w.r.t. some true/global direc-
tion).
R[α,β] The set of all valid distances (i.e., any
group member which has a distance d ∈
R[α,β] would exists in R[α,β]).
L2(ri, rj) The Euclidean norm between ri(t) and
rj(t) (i.e., || · ||2).
wik The k
th gain/constant for the ith group
member (if the superscript is omitted then
it is a global gain/constant).
vii
Group Control Notation
A Denotes a homogenous group of mobile
agents.
m Denotes the control-law agent in A obey.
b Denotes the desired behavior.
E Denotes an environment which is an enu-
merable set of primitives.
P Denotes a finite set of attributes.
P Denotes the set of possible primitives.
C Denotes a set of constraints.
W Denotes an initial workspace.
Cg Denotes a set of constraints on environ-
ment generation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Flocking behaviors are some of the most commonly observed collective spatial
behaviors displayed by groups. These behaviors have been extensively studied for
decades in multiple research communities, including biology (Aoki, 1984; Ballerini
et al., 2008a; Bazazi et al., 2008; Couzin et al., 2005; Giardina, 2008; Gueron et al.,
1996; Hamilton, 1971; Viscido et al., 2002), physics (Csaho´k and Vicsek, 1995; Cziro´k
and Vicsek, 2000; Vicsek et al., 1995), robotics (Arkin and Balch, 1999; Codling
et al., 2007; Desai et al., 1998; Ferrante et al., 2012; Hauert et al., 2011; Lien et al.,
2004; Vaughan et al., 2000), computer graphics (Funge et al., 1999; Reynolds, 1987),
transportation science (Bender and Fenton, 1970; Helbing and Molna´r, 1995; Hel-
bing et al., 2005), and mathematics (Babak et al., 2004; Blomqvist et al., 2012;
Edelstein-Keshet, 2001; Mogilner and Edelstein-Keshet, 1999). Although some works
have expressed confidence in our comprehension of this phenomenon (Goldstone and
Janssen, 2005), understanding of flocking behaviors remains incomplete (Giardina,
2008; Hildenbrandt et al., 2010; Lopez et al., 2012; Parrish et al., 2002; Vicsek and
Zafeiris, 2012). The focus of this dissertation is to:
1. show study of the individual group member is not adequate for complete un-
derstanding of the group level behaviors;
2. introduce a novel approach for reasoning about these groups through adeptly
constructed geometries (environments).
The current literature does provide several candidate models to explain this
phenomena (e.g., Hauert et al. (2011); Helbing et al. (2000); James et al. (2004);
Moussa¨ıd et al. (2009); Okubo (1986); Rauch et al. (1995); Warburton and Lazarus
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(1991); Wood and Ackland (2007)). However, there is no consensus on the precise
details of the motions needed to produce rich flocking behaviors under realistic sens-
ing models, actuation, and dynamics constraints. This stems, in part, from a poor
definition of what constitutes a flocking behavior.
Although diverse research communities study different varieties of this prob-
lem and questions surrounding the phenomenon (Bender and Fenton, 1970; Clark
and Evans, 1954; Dingle and Drake, 2007; Edelstein-Keshet, 2001; Emlen, Jr., 1952;
Hutto, 1988; Miki and Nakamura, 2006; Parrish, 1989; Parrish and Edelstein-Keshet,
1999; Partridge, 1982; Pitcher et al., 1976; Rands et al., 2004; Simons, 2004; Viscido
and Wethey, 2002; Whitfield, 2003), the vast majority of the flocking literature aims
at bottom-up production of flocking motions (Goldstone and Janssen, 2005; Parrish
et al., 2002) focusing on the behaviors of the individual group members. Generally,
studies are reported without explicitly detailing the sensing capabilities, limiting as-
sumptions, and/or computation capabilities of the individuals. Additionally, there
is currently no common or accepted method for the design, validation, and/or pre-
sentation of flocking models (Parrish et al., 2002; Vicsek and Zafeiris, 2012), which
makes it difficult to determine the current state of the literature and to compare
existing models.
To show a microscopic approach (alone) is not adequate for reasoning about
these groups, this dissertation first addresses the limitations in the current literature
with an extensive meta-study of 32 publications selected from over 100 publications
reviewed. These publications were carefully chosen to maximize coverage of the
common design choices and assumptions found throughout the literature and to be
a representative cross-section of the literature as a whole.
The meta-study reveals the current presentation of proposed flocking models lack
either completeness, precision, or both, which significantly hinders repeatability and
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understanding. In this work, completeness refers to how many of the key aspects of
the flocking model are presented and precision (or lack thereof) is the quality of the
specification/presentation of the various aspects of the model. Additionally, there
are small (sometimes subtle) implicit and/or explicit assumptions that are currently
overlooked (examples which have been teased out include: type of member detection
required, lack of occlusions, and perfect sensing), which may impact the produced
motions.
Furthermore, even models that are completely and precisely presented are not al-
ways realized exactly when validated (e.g., a model designed for local sensing might
be validated using global sensing). Therefore, it is difficult to know the degree to
which a particular model is actually capable of producing flocking behaviors in a
practical scenario or if the model’s assumptions are realistic. To address the limi-
tations in an microscopic approach to understanding groups that exhibit collective
structure, this dissertation explores methods for reliably controlling such groups.
The ability to control groups has been the focus of much interest and study from
the early history of animal management to recent investigations (Erickson, 2000;
Grandin, 1980; Halloy et al., 2007; Helbing and Molna´r, 1995; Lien et al., 2005;
Petersen et al., 1994; Rodriguez et al., 2012b; Zheng et al., 2009). Numerous tech-
niques have been developed and studied, ranging from the use of external agents
(better known as shepherding (Lien et al., 2004, 2005; Vaughan et al., 2000)) to
heterogeneous groups, where a subset of the individuals in the group have extra
knowledge or goals (Conradt et al., 2009; Couzin et al., 2005; Gueron et al., 1996);
see Figures 1a and 1b. In addition to using other individuals to control these groups,
observations and empirical studies (Bobadilla et al., 2012; Butler et al., 2006; Desp-
land et al., 2000; Umstatter, 2011; Vaughan et al., 2000) have shown the environment
in which these groups operate is an important determinant of the resulting behav-
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ior (e.g., locust following vegetation patterns, cattle herded by fencing). Thus, the
exhibited behaviors of any group is a combination of the inter-member interactions
and the interactions each individual has with the local environment. This can be
seen in both Figures 1c, 1d.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.1: Figure (a) shows a Judas goat influence a group of sheep. Figure (b)
shows a school of fish being caged (or corralled) by another. Figure (c) shows a
fishing weir designed to corral schools of fish. Figure (d) shows a cattle pen design
to assist in the transportation of livestock.
Corralling cattle with fencing (Grandin, 1980), controlling pedestrian flows with
turnstiles (Helbing and Molna´r, 1995), and shaping robot formations with obsta-
cles (Becker et al., 2013) are just three examples of groups being controlled by
adeptly constructed environments (or constructs ∗). While specialized barriers, pas-
sive mechanism, and carefully shaped obstacles are useful in a variety of applications
(Figure 1.2), comparatively little is known about this family of physical constructs
as a general class of apparatus for controlling (or influencing) collective behavior.
This work is interested in understanding how one could reason about the effects
the geometry of an environment has on groups and use this to automatically gen-
erate environments that can control a target group. In particular the focus is on
environments that induce a particular group to perform a desired task, and an au-
∗See Section 5 for the differences between environment and construct
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tomated process for searching, planning over, and generating the physical structures
or constructs which comprise such environments is explored.
This dissertation further shows being able to reason about these constructs and
their effects on group behavior can apply to other methods of group control. Cur-
rently, much of the literature in shepherding formations lacks a rigorous method
for developing these formations for reliable control of the target group. This inves-
tigation shows how these generated constructs can be used to inform multi-agent
formations for use in shepherding and piloting applications.
(a) Group of robots following the BOIDS motion model being corralled by static environ-
ment.
(b) Single robot following the BOIDS motion model failing to be corralled by static
environment.
Figure 1.2: Two time series showing the effect an environment can have on a group.
These robot trials show that a single robot and a group of robots running the same
motion model can exhibit different behaviors given a particular environment.
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1.1 Contributions
The contributions of this dissertation are as follows.
1. A detailed study of the current flocking model literature that highlights subtle
(but important) inconsistencies and ambiguities (Section 3).
2. A tool-set that will allow for more complete and precise studies of flocking
models (Section 3).
3. Support for flocking models that produce flocking behaviors that are agnos-
tic to the resolution and type of information given to the control algorithm
(Section 4).
4. Compares (for the first time) the effects different types of information have on
the produced flocking motions through the implementation of a single algorithm
(Section 4).
5. Shows the comparison of one flocking algorithm with another purely on the
basis of the motion they produce is inadequate (Sections 2, 3, and 4).
6. Formalizes the problem of generating environments to control group behavior
and proves the hardness of this problem to be PSPACE-Hard (Sections 5 and 7).
7. Introduces and validates a methodology and implementation to solve the above
problem (Sections 6 and 7).
1.2 Organization of Dissertation
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Section 2 is a detailed
motivating example of how current literature contains subtle ambiguities that lead
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to a limited understanding of the exhibited group behaviors. Additionally, the multi-
robot system used for all experiments in this dissertation is presented.
The detailed meta-study of the current microscopic flocking model literature is
presented in Section 3. This section introduces a tool-set that, if used, will reduce
incompleteness and imprecision in future investigations. Section 4 is a case-study that
will show the study of the individual is not adequate for complete understanding of
the group, and thus motivation for the remainder of work in this dissertation.
The scope of the group control work is set by highlighting the related literature
to group control in Section 5. Additionally Section 5 formalizes the problem of con-
trolling groups with automatically generated environments. Section 6 then presents
the approach and implementation of the system introduced in this work. In addition
to the specific implementation chosen for this dissertation, Section 6 outlines other
possible methods and compares them to the chosen methods. Theoretical hardness
proof, computer simulations, and robot experiments that support the presented so-
lution can be seen in Section 7.
Section 8 discusses an important limitation in the presented approach and presents
methods for lifting the assumption. Additionally, Section 8 highlights the generality
and applicability of the methodology by using the generated constricts for multi-
robot formations for group control applications. This dissertation will conclude and
present recommendations for future studies of microscopic flocking models and av-
enues for future investigations will be presented in Section 9.
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2. MOTIVATING CASE-STUDY ∗
Still today, questions regarding the mechanisms by which flocking behaviors are
formed and why they persist remain far from entirely resolved. This case-study
illustrates the delicate process of translating a prose description, which is common
in much of the literature, into an algorithmic model of flocking behaviors. Through
a study and robot implementation of a flocking model first proposed by Hamilton in
1971 (Hamilton, 1971) this study explores the effects different forms of perceptual
input have on the exhibited behaviors.
Here, perception is the process of taking raw sensor information and converting
it into usable input for the control-law. The control-law governs the individual’s
behavior and, therefore, understanding the preceding perceptual processing is vital
for understanding the resultant behavior. For clarity, when this work refers to the
focal member, it refers to the member-centric reference frame of a single individual
running the given model.
The majority of the flocking literature neither considers nor reports the process of
converting the raw sensor data into usable input. As a consequence, several models
employ raw sensor data which is unavailable or unrealistic for a simple individual
(e.g., a robot, bird, ant), oftentimes ignoring uncertainty from noise or occlusion.
This case-study directly focuses on sensory processing to highlight the need for a
unified description of flocking models. Three different perception functions are in-
troduced and their implications for the underlying models are discussed. The three
functions are (1) member recognition, (2) member-extrapolated and (3) sensor-based.
∗ c©2011 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from ”Flocking: don’t need no stink’n robot recog-
nition.” by Benjamin T. Fine and Dylan A. Shell, 2011. IEEE/RSJ International Conference on
Robotics and Automation.
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The results from computer simulations and robot trials support the following rela-
tionships:
• With perfect sensing the behaviors produced by the three functions are equiv-
alent.
• Member-extrapolated is similar to member-based detection due to the con-
straints on the sensor data.
• Sensor-based input is more sensitive to false positives (FP) where member-
based and member-extrapolated are sensitive to false negatives (FN). Where a
FN is when the focal member fails to detect a group member and a FP is when
the focal member detects a group member which does not exists.
In addition, the results of this case-study suggest the resulting behaviors from a given
model are essentially independent of the perception function used (under certain
parameter constraints).
2.1 Hamilton’s Theory Revisited
2.1.1 The Selfish Herd Hypothesis
Many theories attempt to explain the causes and mechanisms of flocking (Bar-
bosa, 1995; Buhl et al., 2006; Hamilton, 1971; Simons, 2004), but no single theory
has had complete success. The most commonly discussed theory is Hamilton’s Self-
ish Herd Hypothesis (Hamilton, 1971). From field observations, Hamilton suggests
flocking behaviors emerge due to a selfish need for survival, and individuals do not
have a notion of the collective, but only a sense for individuals within a certain field
of view. In this case, the field of view is a radius from the given group member.
Hamilton (1971) presents the Hamilton (HA) and the Simple Nearest Neighbor
(SNN) flocking models. In the HA model, an individual selects the nearest group
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member (nearest neighbor) and then selects the nearest group member to the
nearest neighbor. The individual will then select a way-point which is two body-
lengths (repulsion distance) away from the nearest neighbor, which is on the line
between the two selected group members. If the nearest neighbor is within the
repulsion distance of the focal member, the way-point will be perpendicular (sign
chosen at random) to the line between the two selected group members. In the SNN
rule, the individual will move directly towards the nearest neighbor. If the nearest
neighbor is within the repulsion distance, the focal member will not move.
Algorithm 1 Hamilton’s original motion rule
Input: List of inputs (I) in a robot-centric coordinate frame, where |I| > 1.
Parameters: r := repulsion distance
Output: Way-point in robot-centric coordinate frame.
1: a1 ← min(∀i ∈ I, dist(i, (0, 0)))
2: a2 ← min(∀i ∈ I, dist(i, a1)
3: if dist(a1, (0, 0)) > r then
4: return ComputeHAWayPoint(a1, a2)
5: return ComputePerpendicularWayPoint(a1 , a2)
Hamilton supported these models by showing, through computer simulation, the
group formed densely packed clusters from random starting formations and discussed
how these two models are biologically feasible. In his simulations, the group members
are homogeneous holonomic agents starting in random positions within the environ-
ment. At each simulation step, all group members would synchronously compute
their next way-point and move one body-length in that direction. It must be noted,
the HA rule was validated in one dimension, while SNN was validated in two.
Unfortunately, Hamilton’s proposed flocking models fails to exhibit the same be-
haviors the models were originally motivated by. In the observed biological agents (Hamil-
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ton, 1971), the group members formed one large centrally compact group and in
Hamilton’s simulations the group formed many small compact subgroups. From the
simulations, Hamilton suggested there must be a group level aggregation behavior
not covered by the proposed models. Hamilton proposed the smaller groups would
then move toward the nearest group, producing a single compact group.
2.1.2 Extending HA
The original description of the HA model assumes the focal member will always
have at least two other group members to calculate the next way-point. In a physical
system, this assumption is not guaranteed to hold (e.g., due to occlusions created
by the environment and other group members). To account for this, the SNN way-
point should be computed when only one group member is detected. To justify this
additional behavior interpretations of Hamilton’s work (Hamilton, 1971) must be
discussed. Lines 1 and 4 in Algorithm 2 show the modifications to Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2 Extended Hamiltonian motion rule
Input: List of inputs (I) in a robot-centric coordinate frame.
Parameters: r := repulsion distance
ed := exclusion distance
Output: Way-point in robot-centric coordinate frame.
1: if |I| = 0 then
2: return
3: if |I| = 1 then
4: return ComputeSNNWayPoint(I)
5: a1 ← min(∀i ∈ I, dist(i, (0, 0)))
6: a2 ← min(∀i ∈ I, dist(i, a1))
7: if 6 ∃i ∈ I, where dist(a1, ai) > ed then
8: return ComputeSNNWayPoint(a1)
9: if dist(a1, (0, 0)) > r then
10: return ComputeHAWayPoint(a1, a2)
11: return ComputePerpendicularWayPoint(a1 , a2)
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Figure 2.1: Detailed pictorial description of the extended HA model. The first and
last frames show the effect of the exclusion distance on the selection of group members
for way-point calculation and the middle frame shows the HA way-point calculation
if two group members are selected.
A common interpretation of Hamilton’s work is each group member attempts to
individually decrease their chances of predation. Using this interpretation alone, the
additional SNN behavior to the HA motion rule cannot be justified. One may argue
the SNN represents a searching behavior and, it stands to reason, an individual has
a higher probability of finding a group by following the sole detected group member.
However, it is unclear whether a particular individual is concerned with or even
aware of its current predation risk. The observed behaviors seen in many animals,
including red tail deer (Hamilton, 1971), suggest the members within the perimeter
of the group all have smaller predation risk than those on the perimeter. If the group
members only desire to be within the perimeter of the group, then the addition of
the SNN behavior to the HA motion rule is justified.
For completeness, the case when the focal member does not detect any other
individual is also considered. Here, the group member maintains the same motor
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commands as the previous computation. Figure 2.1 is a pictorial representation of
the extended version of the HA rule.
2.2 Sensor-based versus Agent-based Detection
Member-based input involves representing the location of each detected group
member with a single point in space. Another method of translating sensor data to
input for a control-law is sensor-based detection. Sensor-based input is every sensor
reading which corresponds to an group member in the field of view.
In member-based detection an individual has an a priori description of a
group member that is used to distinguish foreground pixels from background pixels.
Foreground pixels are any pixels in raw sensor data which will be used in the
classification of a group member where background pixels are all other pixels (e.g.,
environmental features). Figure 2.2 shows the data flow from the raw sensor input
to the input to the control-law for member-based detection. The raw sensor data
are first separated into foreground and background pixels based on the a priori
description of an individual. Then the foreground pixels are averaged together to a
single location for each detected group member.
Figure 2.2: The data flow from raw sensor data to the control-law input using
member-based detection. For the implementation, the constraint is a a priori shape
database and the Convert to Group Member step averages the foreground pixels to
single (x,y)-coordinates for each detected individual.
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In sensor-based detection an individual does not have an a priori description
of a group member. The only information given to the individual is an intensity
threshold used to identify foreground pixels from background pixels. Figure 2.3
shows the data flow from the raw sensor input to the input to the motion control-
law for sensor-based detection. The raw sensor data are classified as high or low
intensity pixels; foreground and background pixels respectively. Then the locations
of the foreground pixels are passed directly to the control-law.
Figure 2.3: The data flow from raw sensor data to control-law input using sensor-
based detection. For the implementation, the constraints for each sensor reading is
a laser intensity threshold.
The initial set of experiments using the sensor-based detection exhibited SNN
behavior and not the HA behavior as expected because of an implicit assumption
built into the HA flocking model. In some cases, multiple sensor readings may result
from the same spatially extended group member. Algorithm 1 does not consider the
case when the two chosen inputs are consecutive (or nearby) sensor readings, because
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agent-based detection enforces a separation distance between inputs. However, in
sensor-based detection, the chosen HA way-point can be observed to be the same as
the SNN way-point because the selected inputs are very nearby readings.
In the original HA rule, there are no distance constraints on the selection of the
group member nearest to the nearest neighbor. Neither Hamilton’s or Viscido’s work
explains what occurs when the distance between the two selected individuals is less
than the repulsion distance. If the focal member’s intent is to find a location which
will minimize its predation risk, should it not select a position which is feasible?
That is, a position which has no group members within the repulsion radius. For the
implementation the exclusion distance is used to find two group members which
are far enough apart for a feasible point to exist on the line between the two selected
individuals.
The necessity of a way-point being feasible depends on the mobility and sensing
frequency of the group members. If the individual will arrive at the way-point before
the next sensing cycle, then the way-point should be a feasible location. However,
if the individual cannot achieve the target way-point before the next sensor reading,
then one could argue the exclusion distance is superfluous for individuals in continu-
ous motion. If the computed way-point is always more than one sensation away, then
the focal member will never arrive at the way-point, making the feasibility argument
moot.
Now consider when the focal member may reach the way-point before the next
sensation. The way-point must be a feasible point in the focal member’s configuration
space, but should the way-point put the focal member in a location where the nearest
group member is within the repulsion radius? Under the assumption of constant
motion, it is impossible to select a way-point which is feasible in the configuration
space while maintaining the repulsion distance. For this reason one could argue the
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exclusion distance is only needed for sensory-based input. Line 7 in Algorithm 2
adds the exclusion distance criterion.
2.2.1 The Ideal Case
In the ideal case, the detection process would have neither FN nor FP. In other
words, every pixel in the raw sensor data will be correctly identified as either fore-
ground or background. Given a properly calibrated exclusion distance, the expec-
tation is the behaviors of the HA model using the two detection processes would
be equivalent. It follows, if the exclusion distance is approximately the same as the
diameter of the group members, then it will function as member-based detection.
2.3 Robot Implementation
Throughout this dissertation, multi-robot trials are conducted to support the var-
ious claims. For all trials presented in this work, iRobot Create robots are equipped
with a Hokuyo URG-04LX-UG01 scanning laser rangefinder (for all sensing require-
ments) and an ASUS Eee PC (for computation and control); see Figure 2.4. The
robots are wrapped in a specific type of fiducial paper according to the trial being
conducted. On the control side, each robot’s control-law is written for use with the
Player-3.0.2 and Gearbox-9.07 drivers. Each driver has been modified for the specific
trials in this dissertation. Specific details outside of the base platform for each type
of trial will be detailed later in this work.
2.3.1 Implementation Specifics
For member-based detection, group members are detected by segmenting the laser
scan into individual segments based on distance between consecutive pixels. Then
each scan is time-warped to have an equal number of readings and compared to the
a priori database of group members (Berndt, 1994). For each detected segment, all
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Figure 2.4: A single robot wrapped in high reflectance material for the fiducial and
equipped with a Hokuyo URG-04LX-UG01 scanning laser rangefinder and an ASUS
Eee PC.
of the corresponding pixels are averaged into a single (x,y)-position.
For the sensor-based detection model, the Gearbox 9.07 drivers to allow for the
detection of intensity. The intensity of the pixels are compared to a given threshold
value. Values exceeding the threshold are labeled foreground pixels, or background
otherwise.
The experiments for this case-study consisted of three different starting forma-
tions (Figure 2.5) and various parameter settings including three different exclusion
distances (0, 0.5, 1 meter). To compare the two perception functions, trials with six
robots in a obstacle free corridor approximately seven robot diameters wide and long
enough to be considered infinite for these results were conducted.
2.4 Results
Based on analysis and observations of 63 robot trials, sensor-based input into
the HA flocking model does indeed still produce flocking behaviors. This suggests
the common assumption of member-based detection is not necessarily justified. As
hypothesised, these experiments support the following claim:
For any motion rule designed with member-based detection, similar be-
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Figure 2.5: Starting formations for six robots.
haviors can be exhibited with sensor-based detection given a particular
set of parameters.
More specific to the HA flocking model, there is some range of exclusion distances
which produce similar behaviors no matter what detection process is used.
Figures 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 show the inter-robot distance plots for all six robots
for single trials. The inter-robot distance is the distance between the focal robot and
all inputs given to the HA control-law. Each color represents the raw sensor data
from one of the six robots.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 are from trials with the same parameter settings but different
detection methods. Other than the sheer quantity of inputs, the inter-robot distances
are similar in these two trials. In both plots, the majority of the robots sense one
other robot, and this is at a similar distance. This single robot observation is because
the robots are reverting to SNN behavior.
These plots also show the effects FP and FN have on the inputs to the flocking
model. Marker B highlights the sensor signature of robots that only appear briefly
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in Figure 2.6. Comparing these two figures it is apparent that both trials had a
strong tendency to the SNN behaviors. These plots, along with the similarity in the
observed behaviors, strongly support the claim above.
2.4.1 Effect of the Exclusion Distance
As expected, the exclusion distance did not have any observable affect on the be-
haviors of the HA motion rule when using member-based detection, but it did have
a substantial effect on the behaviors when using sensor-based detection. When the
exclusion distance is zero, the group (using sensor-based detection) always behaves
identically to the SNN behavior, even though the group members are always cal-
culating the HA way-point (due to the implicit assumption described above). This
is to be expected because the two selected group members will almost always be
adjacent to each other. The only time this assumption fails is when a FP is selected
as one of the two inputs. As the exclusion distance increases, the behaviors start to
exhibit the HA behaviors more than the SNN behaviors (after some lower-bound of
the exclusion distance). At some point, if the exclusion distance becomes too large,
the behaviors will again exhibit SNN behaviors. This upper-bound exists: a trivial
case is when the exclusion distance is equal to the size of the individual’s field of
view.
Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 use sensor-based input with the exclusion distances of
0, 0.5, and 1 meter; respectively. These three support the existence of an interval
for the exclusion distance where the system can successfully exhibit the HA behav-
iors. When the exclusion distance is 0 and 1, the system begins to converge (this
convergence is the same as described above) to the SNN behavior (Marker A in the
respective figures). However, in Figure 2.9 (see Marker C), there are two robots that
detect robots which are not in the SNN formation (straight line). This means the
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Figure 2.6: A single trial of member-based detection with an exclusion distance of
0. Marker B shows the issue of FN for member-based input.
Figure 2.7: A single trial of sensor-based detection with an exclusion distance of 0.
Marker B shows the robustness to FN.
percentage of HA way-point behaviors is higher in Figure 2.9 than Figure 2.7. When
the exclusion distance is 0.5 there is no appearance of strong convergence to the SNN
behavior.
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Figure 2.8: A single trial of sensor-based detection with an exclusion distance of 0.5.
Figure 2.9: A single trial of sensor-based detection with an exclusion distance of 1.
2.5 Case-study Discussion
This case-study has identified two behavioral dimensions which are useful in
understanding and describing the HA flocking model; smoothness and behavior.
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Smoothness is the variance in the chosen way-point over a trial and behavior is
the percentage the HA motion rule behaviors are observed. Ideally, the behaviors
should be completely smooth (rather than jittery) and the behaviors should always
exhibit the HA behaviors.
Based on the above criteria, there are certain parameter settings where sensor-
based detection out performs member-based detection. To understand why, a third
detection method was implemented: member-extrapolated detection. Member-
extrapolated detection uses the same a priori description to detect foreground
pixels; however, the foreground pixels are passed directly to the control-law without
being averaged. Figure 2.10 shows the data flow from the raw sensor data to the
input to the control-law for member-extrapolated detection.
Figure 2.10: The data flow from raw sensor data to control-law input using member-
extrapolated detection. For the implementation, the constraints are the same as
in member-based detection, but the foreground pixels are not averaged to single
(x,y)-coordinates.
The trials show the behaviors with member-extrapolated detection are similar to
the sensor-based detection with respect to the exclusion distance, however, the overall
behaviors are more similar to the member-based detection. This is (likely) due to
the effects of sensor noise, occlusions, and the constraints used during the detection
process. In the ideal case (given the proper parameter settings) the behaviors using
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all three detection processes would be equivalent. With a realistic sensor, one can
expect a certain ratio of FP and FN.
The results from the trials suggest member-based and member-extrapolated de-
tection minimizes the FP while increasing the FN. Sensor-based detection minimizes
the FN while increasing the FP. Member-extrapolated detection has a similar effect
on the FP/FN ratio as member-based detection because both are using the same set
of constraints on the sensor data. The only observable difference in the performance
of member-extrapolated and member-based detection is member-extrapolated tends
to be less smooth than member-based. The smoothness in member-based detection
is attained through the averaging of the foreground pixels.
Using sensor-based detection, the behaviors become considerably less smooth (due
to FP) but the group members do not revert to the SNN behavior as often as member-
based and member-extrapolated. Since there are fewer constraints on the selection of
inputs, it is more likely to detect at least one pixel from all of the neighboring group
members, which increases the probability the focal member can find two inputs which
are at least the exclusion distance apart. Since two inputs are likely to be selected,
the HA behaviors more often than SNN (assuming a proper parameter set).
2.6 Case-study Summary
The results from the above experiments have shown that the widely used assump-
tion of whole member detection is not required for individuals to produce flocking
behaviors. The realization sensor-based detection is a valid perception function for
flocking behaviors is very important when considering a models applicably for bio-
logical group members. Sensor-based detection requires less computational resources
and requires less a priori knowledge than a segmentation based approach, such as
member-based detection. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that for simpler animals
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such as ants and bees, member-based perception functions are not used.
Additionally, this treatment of the HA flocking model has highlighted the neces-
sity of implementing flocking models on a multi-robot system and show the need for
a more rigorous approach to studying this phenomena. Without validating a model
on a physical system (like a multi-robot system), it is difficult to prove the model’s
completeness and its biological plausibility. Many of the issues highlighted above can
be addressed by having a better understanding of the key aspects of flocking models.
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3. UNIFYING MICROSCOPIC FLOCKING MODELS ∗
To better understand all aspects involved in the generation of flocking behav-
iors, a series of analytical tools that help reduce incompleteness and imprecision in
the design and presentation of these models is introduced. Together, these three dis-
tinct tools use three different approaches for the understanding of flocking behaviors;
(1) organizational, (2) categorical, and (3) structural. To gain a complete and precise
understanding of a given model, all three tools must be applied, as they highlight
different aspects of the model.
The first tool, the data-flow template (DT), identifies and addresses the key as-
pects for the production of flocking behaviors and how these aspects relate. Together,
the five aspects, or stages, of the DT (see Section 3.2) give an organizational descrip-
tion for the production of flocking behaviors that can be used for understanding what
information is required and what stage(s) utilize it. Additionally, the DT can be a
useful blueprint for the design of new flocking models.
Moving beyond the organization of each particular model, the second tool aims to
chart the relationships across existing models; the objective is to categorize existing
work concisely while retaining sufficient precision to allow a practitioner to resolve
implementation questions. A taxonomy is developed to detail the computation,
sensing, and motion capabilities of the individual group members. Additionally, a
second taxonomy is introduced that aids in the classification of validation methods
used for a particular flocking model. When using the two taxonomies together,
one may gain insight into which assumptions or capabilities may be infeasible or
∗ c©2013 Springer. Reprinted with permission from ”Unifying microscopic flocking motion models
for virtual, robotic, and biological flock members”, Benjamin T. Fine and Dylan A. Shell, 2013.
Autonomous Robots, Volume 35, 195-219.
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impractical for a robotic or biological group member. Using the two taxonomies
together also affords the ability to identify which model design choices have been
fully validated (e.g., local sensing versus global sensing).
Flocking models that appear to be similar at both the organizational and cat-
egorical levels may actually differ significantly in the structure of the motion com-
putation. The third tool used for gaining a fuller understanding of the model is a
consolidated notation and formalization which focuses on the motion computation of
a given control-law. The control-law is a combination of the neighbor selection and
the motion computation stages and can be considered the algorithm of the model.
Formalization of the current control-laws facilitates understanding the implemen-
tation differences between the various models. Even though many of the flocking
models have the same aim, the formalization and notation shows the implementa-
tion of the models are typically quite different, which can lead to different modeling
assumptions.
3.1 Scope
Of the publications reviewed from the flocking model literature, only literature
that considers the individual group members model for investigating flocking behav-
iors are considered. Microscopic flocking models have been the primary focus of the
many diverse research communities, thus resulting in several reviews and surveys of
the literature (Blomqvist et al., 2012; Giardina, 2008; Goldstone and Janssen, 2005;
Parrish et al., 2002; Vicsek and Zafeiris, 2012). These models typically focus on the
control-law used to produce the motions of the individual group members. Such mod-
els have been used to explore why flocks exist (Barbosa, 1995; Bazazi et al., 2008;
Hamilton, 1971; Partridge, 1982; Viscido and Wethey, 2002; Viscido et al., 2002),
what is required for the production of flocking behaviors (Fine and Shell, 2011, 2012;
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Pitcher et al., 1976; Reynolds, 1987), how much influence individuals have on the
group (Conradt et al., 2009; Couzin et al., 2005; Warburton and Lazarus, 1991), what
special/unique properties might exist in such a group (Vicsek et al., 1995), and how
these motions can be useful in robot applications (Arkin and Balch, 1999; Ferrante
et al., 2012; Turgut et al., 2008).
In addition to investigating flocking motion using microscopic models, some work
uses macroscopic models (Babak et al., 2004; Mogilner and Edelstein-Keshet, 1999;
Vaughan et al., 2000). In some of the literature, macroscopic models are used as
a tool for the validation of microscopic models and are not used as a stand alone
model (Albi and Pareschi, 2013; Cavagna et al., 2012). In the works considering
a stand alone macroscopic model, there is still difficulties in model the complex
interactions between all members of the group and the environment. Due, in part,
to these difficulties, the group control work starting in Section 6 will use simulations
of microscopic models to predict the group level behaviors.
3.2 Data-flow Template
The data-flow template (DT) aids in designing and presenting complete micro-
scopic flocking models. Each of the five stages (sensing, group member detection,
neighbor selection, motion computation, and physical motion) of the DT represent
the key aspects for the generation of flocking behaviors. The five stages of the DT are
connected by the information passed between them. With an explicit understanding
of the five stages and the relative connections, one gains a complete understanding
of the control-law and it facilitates repeatability among researchers. The DT differs
from the other tools presented in this work, in that the DT defines microscopic mod-
els at the logical level. In this way, the DT is a blueprint for flocking models, as it
details the major building blocks and how they fit together.
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In addition to serving as a blueprint for the creation of flocking models, the DT
is a useful tool for understanding the complexity of a given model. Complexity (in
this section) refers to how much computation, in the motion computation stage, is
required to execute a given model. Therefore, a model using all of the detected
group members is less complex than a model that only uses a subset of the detected
group members, since this model performs extra computation to produce the required
subset. The DT used in this way can be useful for gaining a better understanding
for which stages can be executed at the hardware level, thus making the model less
complex. Figure 3.1 shows a generic view of the DT along with the connections
between the various stages.
Figure 3.1: A diagrammatic representation of the proposed DT for microscopic flock-
ing models. It details the main aspects for the generation of flocking behaviors via
the five boxes (stages). The connections between the stages encode the data that
propagates between them. In particular, the connections between the sensing stage
and group member detection stage represents the raw sensor information from each
sensor (e.g., laser range-finder, camera, GPS). The connection between the group
member detection and neighbor selection stage is the set of detected group mem-
bers (Di(t)). The neighbor selection stage passes at least one set of selected group
members (Ii(t)) to the motion computation stage which passes the next computed
motion to the physical motion stage.
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3.2.1 The Five Stages: Definitions
Sensing: The sensing stage translates the visible environment (from the individual
sensors reference frame† into usable input for the later stages (e.g., a laser range-finder
converts the visible environment into a list of ranges). A group member’s internal
representation of the visible environment is based on the sensors used, therefore the
design of the following stages is directly affected by this stage. For example, if a
group member is equipped with a laser range-finder the group member detection
stage may use shape (based on the type of raw sensor data) to detect other group
members in the environment. Although there is no formal input to the sensing stage,
the DT in Figure 3.1 shows input to the sensing stage from the physical motion stage
because the resulting motion of that stage may affect the visible environment.
Group Member Detection: The group member detection stage uses the raw sensor
information provided by the sensing stage and outputs the set of all detected group
members (Di(t)). The setDi(t) is a subset of all possible group members, represented
by the set A(t), that are within the visible sensing region (R[α, β]). In other words,
if the senors defined in the sensing stage only senses information within a two meter
radius (R[0, 2 meters]), then the set Di(t) will only contain group members within a
two meter radius. Additionally, each group member in the set Di(t) encompasses all
of the required information (e.g., position and velocity) and the type of information
used for the description of a group member has no effect on the DT. Therefore, if the
model requires position and orientation information, then for each group member in
Di(t), there will be a corresponding rj(t) and θj(t).
†Typically the sensor’s reference frame will be that of the group member, but when the model
uses global sensors (e.g., overhead camera) the two reference frames will differ.
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Neighbor Selection: The neighbor selection stage takes the setDi(t) provided by the
group member detection stage and outputs at least one subset of the set Di(t). The
set(s) generated by the neighbor selection stage only contain group members which
will be used in the motion computation stage. Therefore, if the motion computation
stage only uses the nearest neighbor‡ (in distance) to compute the next motion, then
the neighbor selection stage will only output a set that contains the nearest neighbor.
To reduce the set Di(t) to the desired output, the neighbor selection stage uses
a set of perception functions (see Table 3.1 for a list of perception function defini-
tions). The neighbor selection function can use any number and combination of these
functions in order to reduce the set Di(t) into usable input for the motion computa-
tion stage. The perception functions could be used in succession (e.g., union of the
output of two perception functions) or in parallel (i.e., the neighbor selection stage
would output more than one set). For example, if the motion computation stage may
require two sets as input (e.g., attraction and repulsion sets), the neighbor selection
stage will output two sets; the set of ‘attraction-zone’ group members and the set
of ‘repulsion-zone’ group members. One possible representation of the neighbor se-
lection function that considers the attraction-repulsion zones, using the notation in
Table 1, is (IRepulsion(t) ∩ IAttraction(t)) ⊆ Di(t).
Motion Computation: The motion computation stage uses the set(s) generated by
the neighbor selection stage to calculate the next motion of the group member (e.g.,
this stage can update any combination of ri(t), θi(t), ui(t), or vi(t)). It is important
to note, this stage only describes the internal representation of the next motion
and does not describe how the internal representation is translated into low-level
control commands for the group member. In the case of the attraction/repulsion zone
‡In this dissertation, group member X calls member Y a neighbor if and only if Y can be sensed
by X . Note, there is no assumption of symmetry in this notation.
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Table 3.1: Descriptions of perception functions found in the selected literature. Most
neighbor selection stages could be created using a combination of the functions listed
here, but these may not be the only possible functions.
All() = {j ∈ A : j} = A All group members are selected.
FixedSeti() = {j ∈ Si ⊆ Di : j} = Si
Each group member is given a fixed set of group members
Si (e.g., group members are nodes in a graph with fixed
connectivity).
DistanceBasedi(d(·),R[dmin, dmax]) =
{j ∈ Di : dmin ≤ d(i, j) < dmax}
All group members within some distance from the sensing
group member are selected.




Only the nearest group member from the sensing group
member is selected.
VoronoiBasedi() = {j ∈ Vi ⊆ A : j} = Vi
The voronoi neighbors, represented by the set Vi(t), of
the sensing group member are selected.




A generalized form of the nearest neighbor perception
function which selects the k-nearest group members from
the sensing group member.
BoundingBoxi(u1,u2) = {j ∈ Di : (u1x ≤
rjx ≤ u2x ) ∧ (u1y ≤ rjy ≤ u2y )}
All group members within a defined bounding box are se-
lected (this function is designed for a 2D plane but it is
trivial to extend to higher dimensions).
Anglei(α) = {j ∈ Di : arccos(rˆj · ρˆi) < α}
All group members that are within a specified field of view
are selected.
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example, the motion computation stage may compute two different motion vectors
that are summed together to produce the next motion. Table A.1 describes most of
the neighbor selection and motion computation stages in the selected publications.
Physical Motion: The physical motion stage takes the computed motion from the
motion computation stage and translates it into a form that can be realized in either
a simulated or physical robot (e.g., a kinematic control-law or left and right motor
speeds for a two wheeled robot). Like the sensing stage, there is no formal output
given by the physical motion stage; however, the resulting motions have an impact on
the visible environment used by the sensing stage (e.g., physical motion could affect
which group members belong to Di(t + ∆t)). Therefore, the sensing and physical
motion stages are connected in Figure 3.1.
3.2.2 The Five Stages: Selected Literature
To show the five stages are indeed key aspects for the generation of flocking be-
haviors, gain a better understanding of the current microscopic flocking models, and
determine which aspects of flocking motion generation have not been fully studied,
the DT is applied to the selected literature. This section highlights specific examples
found in the literature that have various levels of completeness in regards to specific
DT stages. Figure 3.2 gives examples of specific data-flows seen in the literature
between the five stages of the DT.
Sensing: Surveying the literature using the DT shows different research communi-
ties tend to focus only on particular aspects of flocking motion generation. Biology
and physics models simplify both the sensing and physical motion stages, where con-
trol literature models simplify the sensing stage but introduce motion constraints
and various types of noise. There are few works which investigate the sensing stage
in great detail, with one example being (Kelly and Keating, 1996). The treatment of
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the sensing stage in (Kelly and Keating, 1996) describes all of the sensors used and
the various properties associated with those specific sensors. Additionally, they give
a detailed description of the physical group member, which could have an impact on
the sensing, group member detection, and neighbor selection stages. The data-flow
between the sensing and group member detection stages for the model presented
by (Kelly and Keating, 1996) can be seen in Figure 3.2a.
Although the level of detail given in (Kelly and Keating, 1996) is desirable, it
is not always feasible to describe all five stages in a detailed manner due to space
limitations. In contrast to the verbose description in (Kelly and Keating, 1996), (Gazi
and Passino, 2005) gives a brief, yet complete description of the sensing capabilities of
the group members. Even though the sensing capabilities for the group members rely
on strong assumptions (instantaneous and perfect sensing with an infinite range), the
treatment of the sensing stage does not allow for ambiguities in the understanding
of the presented approach.
The vast majority of the literature either does not discuss or present a complete
description of the sensing stage. An example of a publication that does not treat the
sensing stage can be seen in (Tanner et al., 2003a). (Tanner et al., 2003a) simply
state there are n group members moving in a plane that contain a position (ri(t))
and a velocity (vi(t)). There is no discussion of how the positions and velocities are
sensed and/or calculated. Only from the context could the fact the model in (Tanner
et al., 2003a) uses an oracle to maintain the information of the group members be
inferred.
For the publications that have a partial treatment of the sensing stage (Cziro´k
et al., 1997; Vicsek et al., 1995; Viscido et al., 2002), it is typical to see the following
style of description: “The group member can detect all members within a radius of
r”. From this description the reader cannot disambiguate between the case where
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the sensing radius is a simulation of a sensor limitation or if the sensing radius is a
part of the control-law. From the biology literature, it is known, that some species
only use a limited/specific number of groups members to calculate their next motion,
thus the distinction of what the sensing radius actually represents is important for
the understanding of the overall model.
Group Member Detection: The group member detection stage is one of the least
completely treated and discussed aspects of flocking motion generation. The vast
majority of the literature does not consider group member detection and makes the
assumption all of the group members within the sensing range are included in the
set Di(t). Additionally, the group member detection stage is also responsible for the
detection of the required information. If in the sensing stage a velocity sensor is not
specified and the control-law requires the group member’s velocity, then the group
member detection stage should detail how the velocity information is calculated (e.g.,
the velocity is inferred from the displacement of ri(t) and ri(t + 1)).
A couple of good treatments of the group member detection stage can be seen
in (Arkin and Balch, 1999; Kelly and Keating, 1996; Turgut et al., 2008). (Turgut
et al., 2008) give an adequate description through describing how all of the required
information is sensed (e.g., velocity, identification, orientation, etc.) by the group
members. However, (Turgut et al., 2008) does not discuss if any noise or detection
error exist in the group member detection stage. A common data-flow between the
group member detection and neighbor selection stage can be seen in Figure 3.2b.
To this point, only group member detection stages that detects real group mem-
bers have been considered (i.e., Di(t) ⊂ Ai(t)). Another possible role of the group
member detection stage is the detection/creation of virtual group members. Virtual
group members can be used to avoid obstacles (Olfati-Saber, 2006) and/or to as-
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sist in maintaining a desired group structure (Lindhe´ et al., 2005). A virtual group
member is created from the sensed information. The information typically used for
the creation of virtual group members is encoded in the set Ai(t) and any detected
obstacles. In the notation, a virtual group member is a group member that exist in
the set Di(t) but does not exist in the set Ai(t). It is important to note, a virtual
group member in the set Di(t) cannot be distinguished from a non-virtual group
member in the same set.
Neighbor Selection: The neighbor selection stage is treated in almost all of the
literature and is the only stage that is generally completely described. One of the
most complete treatments can be found in (Viscido et al., 2002). For each of the
perception functions, (Viscido et al., 2002) explicitly states which group members
will be selected and passed to the motion computation stage. The data-flow for
one of the models presented by (Viscido et al., 2002) between the neighbor selection
and motion computation stage can be seen in Figure 3.2c. In addition to which
group members are to be selected, (Viscido et al., 2002) gives brief explanations for
the selection decisions. The one exception to this is in their treatment of the local
crowded horizon (LCH) control-law. (Viscido et al., 2002) do not clarify if all of
the detected group members are selected or if only the members apart of the ‘most
crowded horizon’ are selected.
In contrast to (Viscido et al., 2002) fairly complete treatment of the neighbor
selection stage, (Mikhailov and Zanette, 1999) do not explicitly treat this stage at
all. With that said, it is clear from the context, (Mikhailov and Zanette, 1999) are
using a perception function that selects all of the group members in the set Di(t)
(see the perception function All() in Table 3.1).
The majority of the literature typically uses one perception function in the neigh-
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bor selection stage; however, there are some works which use a combination of per-
ception functions. The perception functions in Table 3.1 shows the control-law pro-
posed by (Gueron et al., 1996) uses over six perception functions. This is because
the motion computation stage for (Gueron et al., 1996) has a large number of con-
ditions which affect the computation output (similar to the “attraction/repulsion”
zone example used earlier). For a more detailed treatment of this work please see
Section 3.4.1.
In recent years, microscopic flocking model literature has been using the term
topological to describe a particular set of flocking models (Ballerini et al., 2008b;
Bode et al., 2011; Cavagna et al., 2010; Ginelli and Chate´, 2010; Niizato and Gunji,
2011; Tanner et al., 2003a,b). Topological models only differ from metric models
in the neighbor selection stage of the DT, however, this distinction is not clear in
the majority of the topological literature. Niizato and Gunji (2011) is effective in
teasing out the difference between topological and metric flocking models. Addition-
ally, (Niizato and Gunji, 2011) presents a control-law that utilizes both a metric and
topological neighbor selection function.
Motion Computation: Even though the motion computation stage is always treated,
the description of this stage is typically incomplete, which causes ambiguities when
attempting to formalize or implement a control-law. One reason for the lack of
completeness is from not explicitly addressing all of the outputs generated by the
neighbor selection stage. For example, the SNN flocking model (Viscido et al., 2002)
does not detail the group members computed motions when there are no neighbors.
In other words, if the set Di(t) is empty, the motion computation stage is undefined.
Another cause for the lack of incompleteness in the motion computation stage is
from the use of vague terminology such as back-up and turn left. As discussed later in
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this Section (Section 3.4.1), the use of vague terminology prevents us from formalizing
such models, and thus it prevents us from implementing a model as it was intended
to be implemented. A third reason for incompleteness of the motion computation
stage can be seen in Viscido et al. (2002). Within the same publication there are two
possible interpretations of the LCH control-law, but the authors never distinguish
between the two of them. The first prose description of the LCH control-law and
the implemented version of the model are similar but not exactly the same. Both of
these interpretations have been implemented on a physical system and, fortunately,
found the generated motions only differ slightly (Fine and Shell, 2012). However,
the assumptions made by the two different interpretations do have an impact of the
complexity of the control-law.
Physical Motion: The physical motion stage is rarely treated in the flocking liter-
ature. A common input to this stage can be seen in Figure 3.2d, where the motion
computation stage takes a computed position (ri(t)) and translates it into low-level
motor commands for the group member.
3.3 Current Microscopic Models
This section analyzes the high-level design choices for the selected microscopic
flocking models. Table 3.2 is a categorical view of the sensing and computational
requirements of individual group members; as well as, the composition of the entire
group (i.e., is the group heterogeneous or homogeneous). The eight attributes (group
composition, group member mobility, continuous/discrete time, collision avoidance,
neighbor identification, neighbor’s position, neighbor’s velocity, and neighbor’s orien-
tation) highlighted in Table 3.2, together, give an adequate description of the model’s
required information. Additionally, Table 3.2 allows one to gain a better understand-
ing for if a particular model is biologically feasible, or how easily the model may be to
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(a) The sensing stage reduces the visible en-
vironment into an array of distances from a
laser rangefinder and a list of velocities gath-
ered through wireless communication; both
being common sensors chosen for robotic ap-
plications. The array and list are passed
to the group member detection stage as the
only inputs. This particular data-flow is seen
in Kelly and Keating (1996).
(b) The group member detection stage trans-
lates the information given by the sensing
stage into a set of n group members. It is im-
portant to note thatDi(t) is a set of abstract
group members and that a individual group
member (fm) can be thought of as a feature
vector. The features of a group member are
defined by the required attributes (e.g., rj(t),
vj(t), θj(t), etc.). The set of group mem-
bers is passed to the neighbor selection stage.
This data flow is used in all of the selected
literature.
(c) The neighbor selection stage selects a
subset (Ii(t)) of the set Di(t) to be passed to
the motion computation stage. The selection
function used in this example only selects the
nearest group member. This example can be
seen in Hamilton (1971) and Viscido et al.
(2002).
(d) The motion computation stage (i.e.,
control-law) uses the set Ii(t) to compute
the next motion for the ith group member.
In this example, the next position for the
group member is (1.3, 2.5) and it is passed
to the physical motion stage. This example
can be seen in Viscido et al. (2002), Hamil-
ton (1971), Szabo´ et al. (2008), Szabo´ et al.
(2009), and Gazi and Passino (2003).
Figure 3.2: Specific examples of data-flow between the various stages in the DM. Note
that the examples listed here are from a combination of various publications. There
is no known example of a publication that unambiguously describes the data-flow
between all stages.
implement on a robot system. For example, if a control-law requires idealize/perfect
motion, then the resulting motions of this rule implemented on a robot (i.e., noisy)
system may not be equivalent to the desired motions. In general, Table 3.2 can be
used to answer three questions; (1) what is the composition of the group, (2) how
realistic are the constraints, and (3) what sensing information is required?
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Table 3.2: A categorical review of the information and group member requirements
for each of the selected models. This table can be used as a first pass to identify
which models could be useful when designing a new model or when identifying models
that may benefit from additional investigations. Entries marked with a (
√
) signifies
that the particular attribute is utilized. For the collision avoidance attribute, (Mem-
ber) signifies that the model only considers member to member collision avoidance,




























































Viscido et al. (2002)(SNN/HA/LCH)  © ⊙ – – √ – –
Conradt et al. (2009) ⊞ © ⊖ Member – √ √ –
Gueron et al. (1996) ⊞ © ⊙ Member – √ – –
Couzin et al. (2005) ⊞ © ⊙ Member – √ √ –
Lopez et al. (2012) ⊞ © ⊙ – – √ – –
Hamilton (1971)  © ⊙ – – √ – –
Vicsek et al. (1995)  © ⊙ – – √ – √
Dong (2012)  © ⊙ – – √ √ –
Smith and Martin (2009)  © ⊙ – – √ – √
Shimoyama et al. (1996)  © ⊖ Member – √ √ √
Cziro´k et al. (1997)  © ⊙ – – √ – √
Szabo´ et al. (2008)  © ⊙ – – √ √ √
Szabo´ et al. (2009)  © ⊙ – – √ √ √




























































Levine et al. (2000)  © ⊖ Member – √ – –
Toner and Tu (1998)  © ⊙ – – √ – √
Gre´goire et al. (2003)  © ⊙ Member – √ – √
Camperi et al. (2012)  © ⊙ Member – √ √ –
Helbing et al. (2005) ⊞ © ⊖ All – √ √ –
Mataric´ (1993)  △ ⊖ All – √ – –
Reynolds (1987)  △ ⊖ All – √ √ √
Kelly and Keating (1996)  △ ⊖ All √ √ √ √
Turgut et al. (2008)  △ ⊙ All – √ √ –
Go¨kc¸e and S¸ahin (2009) ⊞ △ ⊙ All – √ √ √
Tanner et al. (2003a)  © ⊖ Member √§ √ √ √
Tanner et al. (2003b)  © ⊖ Member – √ √ √
Jadbabaie et al. (2002)  © ⊙ – – √ – √
Gazi and Passino (2005)  © ⊙ – √ √ – –
Gazi and Passino (2003)  © ⊙ Member – √ √ √
Olfati-Saber (2006)  © ⊙ All – √ – √
Arkin and Balch (1999)  △ ⊖ All √ √ – –
Fine and Shell (2011)  △ ⊙ – – √ – –
Hauert et al. (2011)  △ ⊙ Member – √ √ –
Legend: Homogeneous ⊞Heterogeneous © Idealized △Constrained ⊖Continuous ⊙Discrete
§Identification is only used in the perception function.
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3.3.1 Definitions of Design Attributes
Group Composition: Several studies investigate the possibility of differences (some-
times subtle, sometime significant) in the group members. Apart from physical dif-
ferences (e.g., in sensing capability, size, appearance), there can be differences in
the underlying control law; more precisely, the motion computation stage in the DT
may vary between group members. A group’s composition can either be homoge-
neous (), where all group members have identical motion computation stages, or
heterogeneous (⊞), where at least one group member has a different motion compu-
tation stage.
This definition of group composition only considers the motion computation stage
when determining if a group is homogeneous or not, and does not consider the
motions exhibited by individual group members. For example, if all group members
have an identical probabilistic motion model (Shimoyama et al., 1996; Viscido et al.,
2002), then the group is considered homogeneous even though the motions of the
individual group members given identical input may not be the same. However, if the
model has parameters which are unique to a subset of group members (Conradt et al.,
2009; Couzin et al., 2005), the group is considered heterogeneous because the unique
parameters can drastically affect the group member’s motion. In the case of (Couzin
et al., 2005) there are two types of group members (informed and uninformed), thus
Ai(t) can be partitioned into two distinct subsets of group members, and therefore
considered to be heterogeneous.
This study does not consider either the sensor configuration or the physical ap-
pearance of the group members in regards to the group’s composition, as the focus
is only on the chosen control-law. However, a variation of group composition could
consider the sensor configuration of the group members. Knowing the particular
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sensor configuration may reveal implementation details that may affect the design
of the model. Even though not considered here, the sensor configuration should be
discussed when presenting the sensing stage. Studies have also investigated the ef-
fects of heterogeneous group members (in appearance) on the human perception of
a group (Ip et al., 2006). Heterogeneous flocks (in appearance) are not considered
under the assumption that the physical appearance of the group members (for the
selected literature) does not affect the exhibited flocking behaviors.
Mobility: The mobility of the group details the physical motion individual group
members can perform and it is assumed all of the group members have the same
mobility (i.e., the group is homogeneous in regards to mobility). A group member’s
mobility can either be idealized (©), where the group member can immediately
and perfectly perform the computed motion, or constrained (△), where the group
member has a restricted set of possible motions (e.g., grid-based motion) or imperfect
(noisy) motion. For example, if a group member that has idealized motion executes
a model which calculates the next position (ri(t + 1)) at time t, the group member
will arrive at ri(t+1) (with no error). Conversely, if the same group member now has
constrained motion, there could be a difference between the calculated and observed
ri(t+ 1) (i.e., the group member is not guaranteed to arrive at ri(t + 1)).
Discrete/Continuous: Group members can execute the given model in either dis-
crete time (⊙) or in continuous time (⊖). Group members operating in discrete time
only sense, compute, and act (move) in distinct time intervals (i.e., a group member
may only sense, compute, and act every 0.1 seconds, regardless of the sensors sensing
frequency). Conversely, group members that execute the given model in continuous
time will sense, compute, and act at the frequency of the given sensors and the time
it takes to preform the computations. The important distinction between the two
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time choices is that in discrete time, the group members may ignore information
if the time interval is too large, where in continuous time, no information will be
ignored (assuming all sensors have the same frequency). However, if the information
from the sensors is noisy and the group member is operating in continuous time, the
resulting motion may be sporadic and may not exhibit the desired motions.
Collision Avoidance: The collision avoidance of the group details the individual
group member’s ability to avoid various types of collisions. The two types of collisions
studied in the literature are member-member collisions (a group member collides
with another group member) and member-environment collisions (a group member
collides with an object in the environment that is not another group member). Group
members can avoid collisions with other group members (Member), the environment
(Environmental), both group member and environmental obstacles (All), or group
members have no collision avoidance capabilities (–).
Identification: Models that utilize identification assume each group member has a
unique label (ID) (e.g., leader or group member 42). Furthermore, these models
assume each group member has the ability to detect other group member’s ID at any
time. Identification can be used to assist in member-to-member communication, as
well as, allowing follower group members to identify the leader group member(s).
It is important to note, if a group member has the ability to identify other mem-
bers, this does not imply the member has the ability to associate information between
sensing steps (for the definition of association see Section 3.6). Furthermore, it is
important to note that the index of the group members in the sets Ai(t) and Di(t)
cannot be used for identification (i.e., the group member j ∈ Di(t) is not guaran-
teed to be member j ∈ Di(t + 1)). Therefore, if identification is required, there
must be an identification attribute associated with each member, just as all other
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attributes (e.g., position, velocity).
3.3.2 Position, Velocity, and Orientation
The position, velocity, and orientation columns identify whether or not a model
utilizes that particular type of information. These three columns do not distinguish
how the information is sensed or computed (e.g., global versus local reference frame),
rather they simple state what information is required. In other words, these columns
identify the minimum informational requirements the control-law must have in order
to compute the next motion for the group member.
3.3.3 Observations of Chosen Design Attributes
Group Composition: Observing Table 3.2, six of the investigations consider het-
erogeneous group members. Even though the current definition of heterogeneity is
restricted, all of the studies which consider homogeneous group members, use truly
homogeneous members (i.e., all aspects of the group members are identical). For the
publications which do consider heterogeneous flocks, the studies typically investigate
how informed members or leaders can affect the motions of the group (Conradt et al.,
2009; Couzin et al., 2005). These investigations have parameters which differ accord-
ing to the group member’s classification (e.g., leader or follower). In (Gueron et al.,
1996), heterogeneity represents strong and weak group members, where strong group
members move faster than weak members. This is not considered to be heterogeneity
with respect to mobility because the feasible motions of the group members are still
the same, one type of group member simply performs the motion faster than the
other (i.e., a different gain in the motion computation stage).
Mobility: Table 3.2 reveals eight publications which consider constrained motion,
which all exist in the robotics and control literature. The majority of the literature
assumes if a group member computes it’s next position as r, then at time t + 1
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the group member will be at r (with no error). Of the literature that does consider
constrained motion, none of the models explicitly handle the motion constraints in
any of the DT stages. Even though Vicsek et al. (1995) is probabilistic in regards
to the motion noise, the noise is added in the motion computation stage and thus
classified as idealized motion in Table 3.2. When the group member moves to the
calculated position in the physical motion stage, there is no error; thus, the (Vicsek
et al., 1995) model is considered to use idealized motion.
Continuous/Discrete Time: Table 3.2 shows a divide among research groups with
respect to the use of continuous or discrete time models. Almost all of the selected
literature from the biology and physics communities use discrete time, where the
robotics and control groups predominately use continuous time. One possible cause
for this dichotomy are the chosen forms of validation; see Table 3.4 (e.g., computer
simulation versus robot implementation).
Continuous time models are typically more complete (in the specific sense outlined
in the Introduction) than discrete time models, although, there are some exceptions.
(Gueron et al., 1996) is an example of a discrete time motion model that is completely
described. As seen in (Gueron et al., 1996), the authors took great care to present
what motion output would occur given any possible input. Another example of a
completely described discrete time model can be found in (Conradt et al., 2009),
where the authors detail what group members do in the absence of neighbors (i.e.,
the neighbor selection stage outputs an empty list).
Collision Avoidance: Eight of the publications consider both environmental and
group member collision avoidance, with nine other publications considering member-
member collision avoidance. The group members in the Olfati-Saber (2006) study
perform collision avoidance with both the environment and other group members;
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however, the motion computation stage does not handle any environmental obsta-
cles. Group members generate virtual group members (see Section 3.6) which travel
along the boundary of the detected obstacles, thus the motion computation stage
only considers group member avoidance. Additionally, none of the investigations ex-
plicitly describe, with the exception of Reynolds (1987), how the obstacle avoidance
is performed.
Position/Velocity/Orientation: When considering the complexity of a given control-
law, only what the model requires (e.g., position, velocity, and/or orientation infor-
mation) is considered. There does not appear to be a difference in the design of
the motion computation stage with respect to the way in which the information is
sensed (e.g., global, local, or inferred). However, there is a difference in how the
sensed information is used.
The majority of the models use the information in the motion computation stage,
but some models (Jadbabaie et al., 2002; Vicsek et al., 1995) use some of the informa-
tion in the neighbor selection stage. In (Viscido et al., 2002) the motion computation
stage only requires the velocities (vj(t)) of the selected group members; however, po-
sition information (ri(t)) is used to select a subset of group members from Ai(t).
Table 3.2 does not make a distinction on where the information is used.
With exception of the prose description of the LCH motion rule in (Hamilton,
1971), all of the selected models require position information. In the proposed, but
not validated, description of the LCH motion rule each group member moves towards
the center of the highest density of detected group members. With respect to velocity
and orientation information, there does not seem to be any major trend seen in the
literature.
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3.4 Specification of Flocking Models
To aid in the comparison of various flocking models and to assist in the under-
standing of the current state of the literature, the selected models are translated into
a common notation and formalized stages 3 and 4, which together create the motion
rule. Table A.1 shows the formalization of the neighbor selection stage and motion
computation stage for each of the selected models. Observing Table A.1 reveals even
though each of these models have the same aim, there are many ways in which the
flocking problem can be solved.
3.4.1 Literature Omitted from Model Specification
Not all of the models from the selected literature can be easily formalized in
the proposed framework (Arkin and Balch, 1999; Gueron et al., 1996; Kelly and
Keating, 1996; Mataric´, 1993; Reynolds, 1987), which have been labeled as “See
Section X.Y.Z” in Table A.1. The most common reason (found in all omitted works
except for Gueron et al. (1996)) for omission is ambiguity in the details of the low-
level control law used to produce the flocking behaviors. Gueron et al. (1996) is a
unique case in which the motion rule is completely and precisely described, but the
model is so complex, it does not lend it self to being formalized.
The Dynamics of Herds: From Individuals to Aggregations (Gueron et al., 1996):
In Gueron et al. (1996), the authors presented the motion rule in enough detail where
formalization is possible, but the rule is extremely verbose, which made it impractical
to completely formalize the model in Table A.1. Table A.1 shows the formalization
of one of the four spatial regions (e.g., attraction, repulsion) which affects the group
member’s motion. As shown in Table A.1, the high number of discrete conditions in
the motion computation stage requires a high number of perception functions in the
neighbor selection stage. This suggests some care should be taken when designing
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the neighbor selection and motion computation stages.
Self-Organized Pedestrian Crowd Dynamics: Experiments, Simulations, and Design
Solutions (Helbing et al., 2005): Helbing et al. (2005) presents a control-law based
on the social force model presented in (Helbing and Molna´r, 1995). This model,
along with other similar models Moussa¨ıd et al. (2009), could be formalized into the
presented notation if a complete and precise description of all of the forces were given.
Specifically in (Helbing et al., 2005), the authors present the force fαi(rα, ri, t) but
only define the force as “attraction effects”. Furthermore, the term ξα(t) is defined to
be a “fluctuation term [that] reflects random behavioral variations”. ξα(t) is clearly
a noise term but the authors do not sufficiently define the properties of this term.
Designing Emergent Behaviors: From Local Interactions to Collective Intelligence (Mataric´,
1993): In Mataric´ (1993), the flocking behaviors are created from multiple behav-
iors, such as Follow, Avoid, Aggregate, and Disperse. Within the descriptions of each
behavior there are ambiguities which make it difficult to formalize the behaviors.
For example, the avoidance behavior in Mataric´ (1993) is composed of two types of
avoidance; environmental and member. Within the environmental avoidance com-
putation, there are ambiguous phrases such as “backup and turn”, “turn right, go.”,
and “if an [obstacle] is on the right”. It is difficult to translate these phrases into
the proposed framework and notation without making certain decisions which could
skew the original model design.
Another difficulty with the formalization of the avoidance behavior is the dynam-
ics between the two types of avoidance. Both avoidance methods have the similar
statement of “If an [obstacle/group member] is on right...”. If an obstacle is on the
left and a group member is on the right, it is unclear what the resulting behavior
should be according to the description given in Mataric´ (1993). Similar ambiguities
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can be found in the other behaviors and the dynamics between them.
Even without these ambiguities, it would be difficult to recreate the flocking
model presented in (Mataric´, 1993). The presentation of the behaviors uses phrases
such as “backup” and “turn right”. If these behaviors were formalized, the majority
of the terms would be parameters and not calculations based on input. This is not a
problem when it comes to validating the model which produces flocking behaviors,
but it does make it difficult to reproduce the work for further study and comparisons.
Flocks, herds and schools: A distributed behavioral model (Reynolds, 1987): As
in the previous studies discussed, Reynolds (1987) is difficult to formalize without
introducing bias. Even though the three rules for flocking presented in Reynolds
(1987) are highly cited in the robotics literature, the details of the three rules are
ambiguous. Again, the problem lies in the details of the low-level behaviors and
vague descriptions of the various parameters needed.
Table 3.3 shows two possible formalizations of the flocking models in Reynolds
(1987). Both Reynolds (2004) and Kline (1996) were formalized using actual software
implementations of Reynolds proposed model. Even though these formalizations are
similar and produce similar flocking behaviors, there are a few key differences.
First, Kline (1996) only considers the closest group member within a given radius
when computing ai(t) and si(t) where Reynolds (2004) considers all group mem-
bers within the sensing radius. The computational differences between these two
approaches have a direct affect on the neighbor selection function. Please note,
in the formalization of the neighbor selection function in Kline (1996), the union
of DistanceBased(·) ∩ Nearest() had to be included in order to select the nearest
neighbor, which is explicitly used in the motion computation stage.
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Table 3.3: Both entries in this table are possible implementations of the control-law in Reynolds (1987). The two
implementations only vary slightly; however, the differences have effects on the complexity of the group members and
the underlying causes of flocking behaviors.
Version Neighbor Selection Motion Computation
Reynolds
(2004)
I = DistanceBased(L2, R[0, β])


















I = DistanceBased(L2, R[0, β])




0 if k = ∅,
δ2(ri(t), rj(t)) otherwise.








aix (t)− w5 if (rk(t)− ri(t))x < w4,




aiy (t)− w5 if (rk(t)− ri(t))y < w4,




aiz (t)− w5 if (rk(t)− ri(t))z < w4,








On Flocking By The Fusion Of Sonar And Active Infrared Sensors (Kelly and Keat-
ing, 1996): Similar to Mataric´ (1993), Kelly and Keating (1996) has ambiguous
behavior descriptions, which makes it difficult to formalize into the unifying frame-
work. In Kelly and Keating (1996) the authors present the dynamics between the
different behaviors as a hierarchy but does not fully present the underling behaviors.
The authors use phrases such as “try to maintain position” and “speed up”, which
are difficult to formalize without making assumptions on the author’s intent.
Behavior-based Formation Control for Multi-robot Teams (Arkin and Balch, 1999):
This work is a prime example of how researchers should report all of the various
parameters and gains used in the validation process. In addition to there being
no ambiguities in respect to the parameters and gains, the authors list the actual
values used, thus allowing for repeatability. However, this work was unable to be
formalized due to some ambiguity in the presentation of the primitive schemas used.
For example, the Move-to-goal schema states “Attract to goal with variable gain. Set
high when heading for goal.” Even though, it seems straight forward to formulate this
schema, formalization is not attempted here for the same reasons as in Section 3.4.1.
3.5 Validation Methods
The various methods of control-law validation found in the selected literature are
analyzed in this section. Table 3.4 is a review of the validation choices (e.g., syn-
chronous versus asynchronous group members) and the various validation methods
(e.g., computer simulations versus robot implementations). The six attributes (vali-
dation method, synchrony, neighbor’s position, neighbor’s velocity, neighbor’s orien-
tation, group’s environment) highlighted in Table 3.4 give an adequate description
of how current models are being validated. The information provided in Table 3.4
also affords us the ability to gain insight into which models may be more effective in
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a real world situation. In other words, if a control-law is only validated using global
information in an obstacle free environment, this model may not produce flocking
behaviors when introduced in a more realistic environment. Additionally, Table 3.4
can be used to cross-check the assumptions made in the design of a given model (e.g.,
a model design for local information should be validated with local information).
Table 3.4: Details the validation methods chosen for the selected motion models.








































Viscido et al. (2002)(SNN/HA/LCH) MSP √ Global – – BoundedFree Space
Warburton and Lazarus (1991) MSP √ Global Global Global UnboundedFree Space
Conradt et al. (2009) MSP √ Global Global Global UnboundedFree Space
Codling et al. (2007) MSP √ Global Global Global UnboundedFree Space
Gueron et al. (1996) MSP √ Local Global Global UnboundedFree Space
Couzin et al. (2005) MSP √ Global Global Global UnboundedFree Space
Lopez et al. (2012) MSP √ Global Global Global UnboundedFree Space
Huth and Wissel (1992) MSP √ Global Global Global UnboundedFree Space
Hamilton (1971) MSP √ Global – – UnboundedFree Space
Vicsek et al. (1995) MSP √ Global Constant Global PeriodicFree Space
Dong (2012) MSP √ Global Global – UnboundedFree Space









































Smith and Martin (2009) MSP √ Global Constant Global PeriodicFree Space
Shimoyama et al. (1996) MSP √ Global Global Global UnboundedFree Space
Cziro´k et al. (1997) MSP √ Global Global Global PeriodicFree Space
Szabo´ et al. (2008) MSP √ Global Global Global PeriodicFree Space
Szabo´ et al. (2009) MSP √ Global Global Global PeriodicFree Space
Levine et al. (2000) MSP – Global Constant Global PeriodicFree Space
Toner and Tu (1998) MSP √ Global Constant Global BoundedFree Space
Gre´goire et al. (2003) MSP √ Global Constant Global PeriodicFree Space
Camperi et al. (2012) MSP √ Global Global – UnboundedFree Space
Helbing et al. (2000) MSP¶ – Global Global – BoundedObstacles
Mataric´ (1993) MSP – Local – Local BoundedFree Space
Reynolds (1987) MSP √ Global Global Global UnboundedObstacles
Kelly and Keating (1996) MSP – Local Inferred Inferred BoundedFree Space
Turgut et al. (2008) MSP – Global – Local BoundedFree Space
Go¨kc¸e and S¸ahin (2009) MSP – Global – Local BoundedFree Space
Tanner et al. (2003a) MSP √ Global Global Global BoundedFree Space
Tanner et al. (2003b) MSP √ Global Global Global UnboundedFree Space
Jadbabaie et al. (2002) MSP √ Global Constant Global –
Gazi and Passino (2005) MSP – Global Global Global UnboundedFree Space
Gazi and Passino (2003) MSP √ Global – – –
Continued on next page









































Olfati-Saber (2006) MSP √ Global Global Global UnboundedObstacles
Arkin and Balch (1999) MSP – Global – – UnboundedObstacles
Fine and Shell (2011) MSP – Local – – BoundedFree Space
Hauert et al. (2011) MSP – Local Local – UnboundedFree Space
Legend: M:Mathematical S: Simulation P: Physical
3.5.1 Definitions of Attributes for Validation Methods
Validation Method: The validation method attribute details what combination of
the possible methods where used to validate the control-law and characteristics of the
flocking motion produced by the model. The methods seen in the selected literature
are mathematical verification (M) of flocking motion characteristics (e.g., group
stability), computer simulation (S), and the use of robot implementations (P). Both
computer simulations and robot implementations rely on implementing the control-
law and studying the exhibited motions of the group. Literature using mathematical
methods typically prove the existence of various group-level characteristics (e.g.,
does the group converge to a stable formation or does a phase shift occur). The
difference between validation (computer simulations and robot implementations) and
verification (mathematical) lies in the scope of the chosen method.
Verification methods consider particular aspects of the flocking behaviors (e.g.,
convergence and group stability). In other words verification methods simply check
to see if the model performs the particular expected behaviors, such as convergence.
Verification methods describe here adheres to the definition in Oberkampf and Tru-
cano (2000), that the developed model does indeed output the desired behaviors (or
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solution).
Validation methods consider the overall motions produced by the group. These
methods look at how flock-like the group’s behaviors are. This differs from the defi-
nition of validation in Oberkampf and Trucano (2000) in that there is no consistent
or standard measure of degree of accuracy.
Synchrony: Synchrony defines whether or not group members sense, compute, and
act in unison. If one group member executes any of the five stages at a different time
or frequency, validation is said to be asynchronous. The key distinction between
synchronous and asynchronous validation is if the model is asynchronous, then one
cannot assume the sets Ai(t) andAj(t) are identical because the sensing of the group
members could have been executed at different times.
Position/Velocity/Orientation: The position, velocity, and orientation attributes
describe the way in which the required information (see Table 3.2) is actually sensed.
The three sensing methods found in the literature are global (Global), local (Local),
or inferred from other information (Inferred). In the selected publications global
information is either sensed by an overhead sensor or by an oracle that maintains
the required information. Local information is gathered by the group member via
sensors or member-to-member communication. Inferred information can be gathered
in two ways, (1) by using two distinct types of information (e.g., speed and orientation
can yield velocity) or (2) by associating data from multiple sensing iterations (e.g.,
displacement of position over time can yield velocity).
Environment: The environment attribute describes the type of environment consid-
ered in the validation of the proposed model. The environment can be any combina-
tion of bounded, unbounded, or periodic space, with or without obstacles. For all of
the literature reviewed in this study, all of the models where designed with regards
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to a particular environment. There are no cases in the selected literature where a
control-law was tested in an environment it was not designed for.
3.5.2 Observations of Chosen Validation Methods
Validation Methods: The most commonly seen form of validation is the use of com-
puter simulations which is then followed by robot implementations. It is important
to note there are various degrees of simulation validation (e.g., physics-based, sensor-
based, etc.), which are not covered in this meta-study. Mathematical verifications
are typically used to show certain known group properties hold given a particular
model. In Tanner et al. (2003a) and Tanner et al. (2003b) the authors use graph
theory to show the group members maintain a stable group (i.e., all group members
maintain common velocities and avoid collisions with other group members). How-
ever, mathematical verifications are also used to explore certain properties of the
group, such as phase shifts in Mikhailov and Zanette (1999)‖. The most complete
validation treatment of a proposed microscopic model found in the selected litera-
ture was done in Lindhe´ et al. (2005). This work uses all three methods of validation
covered in this meta-study.
Synchrony: From Table 3.4, it is observed that ten of the publications consider asyn-
chronous group members. Additionally, notice all of the publications that consider
asynchronous group members are from the control and robotics literature. The low
number of asynchronous flocks is surprising because from S¸amilogˇlu et al. (2006), it is
shown asynchronism can have negative impacts on the exhibited flocking behaviors.
Position/Velocity/Orientation: All of the models from the selected literature only
require local information (see formalization of control-laws in Table A.1); however,
many of the studies use global information for the validation. This disconnect be-
‖Phase shifts refer to the moments in time when a group becomes or discontinues being a group.
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tween design and validation leaves room for subtle assumptions which could affect
the group’s overall motion; such as the effects of occlusions. Physical group mem-
bers using local sensing may not be able to detect the same set of neighbors as a
global sensor due to occlusions from group members and environmental obstacles
(i.e. the set Di(t) using a global sensor may differ from the same set sensed via a
local sensor). For example, if there are three collinear group members, a member
on the end of that line may only be able to detect one neighbor using local sensing
rather than both neighbors. This issue becomes apparent when considering the HA
model from Viscido et al. (2002).
If the motion computation stage presented in Viscido et al. (2002) uses local infor-
mation, the motion computation stage becomes undefined in some cases. Since the
HA control-law was validated using global information (with the absence of occlu-
sions), the motion computation stage does not treat cases where only one neighbor
is detected; thus presenting a potential problem when local information is used. For
a more detailed treatment of the HA model please see Viscido et al. (2002) and Sec-
tion 2. There is no instance in the selected literature where the effects of occlusions
are properly treated or studied.
Velocity information is, arguably, the most complex type of information used in
the literature; being a combination of a member’s speed and orientation. Typically,
group members need to employ extra strategies and information in order to attain
the velocity of its neighbors; either through communication and identification, or
data association. There are only a few works in the selected literature (Cziro´k et al.,
1997; Kelly and Keating, 1996; Vicsek et al., 1995) which describe how the velocity
information is attained. The other literature simply states the motion computation
stage uses velocity information.
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Environment: The environment used for robot and simulated validation is an impor-
tant aspect to consider when planning to implement a particular approach on a robot
system. None of the selected literature has investigated the effects the environment
has on the motions of the group, with very few studies considering environmental
obstacles (Arkin and Balch, 1999; Lindhe´ et al., 2005; Olfati-Saber, 2006; Reynolds,
1987). Investigations which do consider environmental obstacles typically select en-
vironments with few obstacles which are widely spaced from each other. Olfati-Saber
(2006) is one of the more complete treatments with respect to the effects the envi-
ronment has on the group’s behaviors. The importance of the environment’s effect
on a group of individuals will be discussed in greater detail later in this dissertation.
3.6 Discussion of Unifying Microscopic Flocking Models
This meta-study presented three types of tools (data-flow model, two taxonomies,
and a notation/formalization) to assist in the reduction of incompleteness and im-
precision in microscopic flocking models. The proposed DT along with the two
taxonomies and the notation/formalization allow for better understanding and com-
parison of the current literature on flocking models; however, there do exist some
cases and investigations in which the current tool-set does not work as well as it
could. Through the exploration of these outlying cases, future avenues of research
that could prove beneficial to the overall understanding of the flocking phenomenon
are highlighted.
3.6.1 Collision Avoidance in the Data-flow Template
Although the model is general, it imposes enough constraints to serve as a con-
structive guide toward consistent, complete, and precise descriptions of flocking mod-
els. One consideration not covered in the current DT is the motion computation
stage’s ability to handle collisions. The majority of the literature states that group
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members avoid collisions with the environment, but the publications rarely describe
the process/computations required to perform such motions (e.g., how does the group
member detect the environment, which parts (objects) are used in the computation
stage, and/or how do the avoidance computations affect the motion computations).
To allow for a better understanding of the collision avoidance capabilities, the DT
must be modified as presented in Figure 3.1; which only defines the control-law when
there are no obstacles in the environment.
To address collision avoidance in the DT, the modified DT in Figure 3.3 is in-
troduced, which shows the addition of a sixth and seventh stage (obstacle detection
and obstacle selection). These two additional stages are executed in parallel with the
group member detection and neighbor selection stages, respectively. The obstacle
detection stage takes the same input as the group member detection stage (input
from the group member’s sensors) and produces a set of obstacles. This set can be
passed to the obstacle selection stage, which outputs a subset of detected obstacles
for the motion computation stage, or the set can be paired with the group members
in the set Di(t) to generate virtual group members (see ① in Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3: The modified DT that includes the obstacle detection and obstacle selec-
tion stages. These two stages allow for the addition of obstacle avoidance behaviors
and the generation of virtual group members. The connection at ① can be treated
as a place holder for adding a method that generates the required virtual group
members, as in (Olfati-Saber, 2006).
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Another aspect of group member collisions, either with other members or the
environment, not covered in the current body of the flocking literature is the ability
to use collisions as input to the control-law. There have been studies in biology that
have suggested certain insects use information form member-to-member collisions in
order to adjust their behaviors (Jackson and Ratnieks, 2006; Moglich et al., 1974).
Even though these studies focus on task switching, it is plausible to assume certain
flocking models may use collisions as input to the motion computation stage (e.g.,
group members using collisions to navigate the environment). It would be interesting
to see if it is possible to create flocking behaviors with only using information sensed
from direct contact and how that might affect the common assumptions made in the
flocking literature.
3.6.2 Neighbor Identification
In theory, identification can prove useful for maintaining the group’s structure
and determining a group member’s membership within the group (e.g., is the group
member a leader or follower). Unfortunately, obtaining identification information in
practice (on a robot implementation) is difficult and error prone. On a robot sys-
tem there are three common ways to obtain the required identification information;
(1) member-to-member communication, (2) direct sensing (e.g., group members can
identify the ‘color’ of its neighbor), and/or (3) association. To date, it is not clear
if biological group members utilize identification, but Occam’s razor would suggest
that identification would not be required since flocking behaviors can be produced
without it. Clearly, further investigations are needed in order to understand the role,
if any, identification plays in the production of flocking motion.
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3.6.3 Association
Association is the ability for a group member to pair sensor information from
two consecutive sensor readings. Association can be used in three ways, (1) as
a standalone part of a given model (i.e., using prior information as input to the
control-law), (2) inferring information from multiple readings (e.g., using a group
member’s position displacement to determine that member’s velocity), and/or (3)
using association to aid in identification (e.g., if the group member knows the starting
positions of its neighbors, the group member could use association to keep track
of its neighbors’ IDs). It is important to note, association and identification are
distinct attributes that are independent of each other (i.e., it is possible to use any
combination of these attributes). The association column has been omitted from
Table 3.2 due to the lack of proper presentation in the selected literature.
3.6.4 Data-Centric Approach to Determining Parameter Values
As seen in Go¨kc¸e and S¸ahin (2009); Kline (1996); Olfati-Saber (2006); Shimoyama
et al. (1996) many publications present flocking models that contain many different
parameters or gains. Very few works, if any, describe how the parameters for the
control-law’s validation where selected, where some works (Vicsek et al., 1995) val-
idate the model over a range of parameter settings. Even in the investigations that
study a range of parameter values, the justification of the chosen values remains
unclear. The majority of the time the values are artificially ‘tuned’ until the desired
flocking behaviors are produced from the given model. Useful information about the
effects of parameter values may be found if parameter values can be derived from bi-
ological flocks (Butler et al., 2006; Lopez et al., 2012; Lukeman et al., 2010; Moussa¨ıd
et al., 2009). For example, the repulsion radius of the group members could be de-
termined by analyzing the average distance maintained between the members of the
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biological group.
3.6.5 Flocking Behaviors are Independent of Information Types
Observing Table 3.2, it can be seen almost every possible combination of required
information was used in the studied flocking models. If only the information required
by the motion computation stage is considered, the number of combinations seen in
the literature increases. From this, it is reasonable to assume flocking models do not
require a specific type of information. Further support for this observation will be
shown in Section 4 with the introduction of information-abstracted flocking. This
case-study will show the existence of a flocking model that is structured in a way as
to allow for the use of different combinations of information without modifying the
control-law.
3.7 Summary of Model Unification
This section has detailed the current state of flocking model literature that focuses
on the individual member’s models for the creation of flocking behaviors. Using the
tool-set presented the commonly seen designs and assumptions in the current litera-
ture have been identified and discussed. As a result from this review it is clear, failure
to properly treat all of the five stages of the DT could lead to incompleteness and/or
imprecision in the presentation of the control-law. To demonstrate this, examples
were adhering to the DT, leads to a more complete and precise understanding of the
model (Section 3.2.2) were given. Unfortunately, from the review of the literature
above and the work from Section 2, it seems the ability to understand the group level
flocking behaviors from the study of the individual is not possible. Section 4 will
further show this through computer and robot experiments using another commonly
cited microscopic flocking model.
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4. MANY MICROSCOPIC MODELS YIELD SIMILAR BEHAVIORS ∗
The aim of this section is to show how different microscopic flocking models
can yield the same (or very similar) group level behaviors. To do this, the notion
of information-abstracted flocking models is introduced. Information-abstracted
flocking models are structured in such a way, the resulting behaviors is agnostic to
the detail of the observation and/or to the type of information sensed. In other words,
if the behaviors produced by a flocking model are equivalent under different types
of information (e.g., pose, bearing), then the model is considered to be information-
abstracted on type.
The concept of information-abstracted flocking models is rooted from the work of
generic programming (Musser and Stepanov, 1988), where a single implementation of
an algorithm can be instantiated with different data representations, an idea analo-
gous to abstraction in abstract algebra. Information-abstraction is actually stronger,
as it actually produces comparable emergent behavior despite being instantiated with
different data representations.
Additionally, the work in this section will show that:
• flocking models may be structured so the resulting behaviors are independent to
the detail of the observation or the type of information given to the algorithm;
• comparison of one flocking model with another purely on the basis of the group
behaviors they produce is inadequate. The existence of information-abstracted
flocking models imply, despite the emergent behavior appearing equivalent,
major pieces of the puzzle could remain underspecified;
∗ c©2012 Springer. Reprinted with permission from ”Examining the Information Requirements
for Flocking Motion” Benjamin T. Fine and Dylan A. Shell, 2012. 12th International Conference
on Adaptive Behavior.
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• the vast majority of the literature assumes pose information is required to
produce flocking behaviors, this study further supports the suggestion that
biological flocking behavior is possible using bearing information only.
Furthermore, the presented implementation of the Local Crowded Horizon model
(detailed below) using only bearing information is one of the most simplistic and
biologically plausible flocking models to date.
4.1 Local Crowded Horizon
The Local Crowded Horizon (LCH) microscopic flocking model was presented by
Viscido et al. Viscido et al. (2002) as a biologically plausible explanation for flocking
motion exhibited in the presence of a predator. In the original work there is a
discrepancy between the theoretical design and the simulated version of the LCH. The
authors describe the LCH by stating “[Group members] use the density of the entire
[group] to determine their [next pose]”; however, their implementation has group
members “move toward the average [pose] of [all of the detected group members.]”
This discrepancy leaves the LCH with at least four different variations in regards
to the information requirements; (1) group-centric pose, (2) group-centric bearing,
(3) member-centric pose, and (4) member-centric bearing. The two group-centric
variations use a subset of the detected group members where the two member-
centric variations use all of the detected group members to compute the next pose.
Figure 4.1 is a pictorial and prose description of the four different variations.
Both member-centric variations follow the same structure for the production of
flocking behaviors. The member-centric variations take a set of all the detected group
members (I) and moves one unit (d) towards the average of the feature vectors in I. A
feature vector contains all of the sensed information required for the computation
of the next pose (e.g., pose, bearing, velocity) for each group member in I. The only
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difference between the two member-centric variations is in how the averaging of the
feature vectors are handled.
In the member-centric variation using pose (see control-law named Variation 2)
the function AveragePose(I) calculates the average pose of the set I. To correctly av-
(a) The sensing group member chooses the
largest subset of the detected group mem-
bers and moves towards that group’s aver-
age pose.
(b) The sensing group member moves to-
wards the average pose of all the detected
group members.
(c) The sensing group member chooses the
largest subset of the detected group mem-
bers and sets its new heading to the aver-
age bearing to the selected group members.
(d) The sensing group member’s new head-
ing is the average of bearings to each of the
detected group members.
Figure 4.1: The four variations of the LCH flocking algorithm used in this study.
Variations 4.1a and 4.1b require pose information where 4.1c and 4.1d use bearing
information. Variations 4.1b and 4.1d utilize all of the detected group members
where 4.1a and 4.1c only use a subset of the detected group members.
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erage the group member bearings (Variation 4), AverageBearing(I) replaces AveragePose(I)
and calculates the bearing from the average unit vector from the group member and
all members in the set I, i.e. 2-dimensional pose information is not required, only
1-dimensional bearing information.
The group-centric variations (Variations 1 and 3) are identical to the member-
centric variations, except that the motion command that is computed depends on
only a subset (I′) of the set I. This reflects the idea that the motions follow some
strict prioritization where attention need only be paid to some salient (or dense, or
tightly-clustered) individuals. In both group-centric variations, the group member
computes the set I′ based on density (I′ contains all group members that exist in
the highest density cluster) and moves one unit towards the average of the feature
vectors in the set I′.
Analogous to the case described above, different density selection functions are
needed to handle the differences in the feature vectors. In the implementation of the
group-centric variations, member-centric information is used to calculate the group-
centric information to utilize the same detection process for all parameterizations.
Of course, group-centric pose computations are only permitted to use group-centric
information.
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LCH Variation 1: Group-centric LCH Pose (Corresp. to Fig. 1(a))
Input: Set of detected group members (I) in egocentric coordinate frame.
Parameters:
st =˙ splitting threshold (distance)
d =˙ distance to travel
ri =˙ current pose
Output: Desired pose in a member-centric coordinate frame.
1: if |I| = 0 then
2: return [0, 0]
3: else
4: CC ← ConnComponents(I, st), where CC ≥ 1
5: I′ ← MaxConnComponent(CC)













LCH Variation 2: Member-centric LCH Pose (Corresp. to Fig. 1(b))
Input: Set of detected group members (I) in egocentric coordinate frame.
Parameters:
d =˙ distance to travel
ri =˙ current pose
Output: Desired pose in a member-centric coordinate frame.
1: if |I| = 0 then
2: return [0, 0]
3: else














LCH Variation 3: Group-centric LCH Bearing (Corresp. to Fig. 1(c))
Input: Set of detected group members (I) in egocentric coordinate frame.
Parameters:
st =˙ splitting threshold (angle)
d =˙ distance to travel
ri =˙ current pose
Output: Desired pose in a member-centric coordinate frame.
1: if |I| = 0 then
2: return [0, 0]
3: else
4: CC ← ConnComponents(I, st), where CC ≥ 1
5: I′ ← MaxConnComponent(CC)
6: θ ← AverageBearing(I′)
7: return [rix + (cos(θ) ∗ d) , riy + (sin(θ) ∗ d)]
LCH Variation 4: Member-centric LCH Bearing (Corresp. to Fig. 1(d))
Input: Set of detected group members (I) in egocentric coordinate frame.
Parameters:
d =˙ distance to travel
ri =˙ current pose
Output: Desired pose in a member-centric coordinate frame.
1: if |I| = 0 then
2: return [0, 0]
3: else
4: θ ← AverageBearing(I)
5: return [rix + (cos(θ) ∗ d) , riy + (sin(θ) ∗ d)]
In both group-centric variations, the group member groups the detected other
members based on a threshold (st) in the set CC (st could either be a distance or
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angular based threshold). The control-law then selects the largest group from the set
CC to compute the next pose. The function MaxConnComponent(CC) takes CC
and returns the largest group of group members. The details of the group-centric
variation using bearing information can be seen in Variation 3.
4.2 Robotic Implementation Specifics
The experiments here utilize four robots in the single-group starting formation
(Figure 2.5) in a obstacle free space that can be considered infinite for the presented
trials. Several trials for each of the four LCH variations were conducted; Figure 4.2
shows time series from a few of these trials. There is no significant difference observed
in the behaviors produced by the four different variations of the LCH. It is observed
that the behaviors produced by the robot implementation do not collapse into a
single group, as observed in the simulations of Viscido et al. Viscido et al. (2002).
However, the robots do indeed collapse into a single group, but because of the robot’s
limited field of view (FOV), the group exhibits directional motion. This directional
motion occurs when one or more robots do not observe other robots in the group;
therefore, they continue moving in their current direction; see Figure 4.3a. Computer
simulations show that the FOV limitations of the robots is the primary cause of the
motion differences.
Notice that Figure 7.6 does not show any results from trials using the group-
centric variation because the size of the system is not large enough to show the
desired behaviors. When the there is only one robot in the selected group, the
robots will exhibit motions that can best be described as a follow the leader behavior.
Figure 4.3b is a pictorial representation showing how the follow the leader motions
are generated.
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(a) Single robot trial with four robots running the member-centric pose variation.
(b) Single robot trial with four robots running the member-centric pose variation.
(c) Single robot trial with four robots running the member-centric bearing variation.
(d) Single robot trial with four robots running the member-centric bearing variation.
Figure 4.2: Each time series shows the motions of the multi-robot system running
one of the four LCH variations.
4.2.1 The Effect of a Limited Field of View
Using MatLab (version R2011b) all four variations of the LCH similar to the
implementation inViscido et al. (2002) were implemented. Each group member has
access to the global information for every other group member but each member is
only able to detect group members within the sensing radius (r). Each group member
will calculate their next pose (ri) according to the given LCH variation. Additionally,
the group members FOV was included into the implementation in order to account




Figure 4.3: Figure 4.3a shows that a group member will continue in the same direction
when no other group members are observed. This behavior causes the resulting
motion of the group to be more directional than the computer simulations in Viscido
et al. (2002). Figure 4.3b shows how the follow the leader behavior is generated when
there are only a few detected neighbors.












(a) No limitations on FOV















Figure 4.4: These two motion figures were generated from 50 simulated group mem-
bers using the member-centric pose variation of the LCH. The blue squares represents
the starting formation, which was randomly generated within a squared region, and
the green squares represent the ending formation of the group members.
Figure 4.4a shows the simulated motions of 50 group members for the member-
centric variation using pose with no limitations on their FOV. These motions reveal
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that the implementation of the LCH is similar to the LCH implementation in Viscido
et al. (2002). Furthermore, the motions in Figure 4.4b show the simulated motions
for the 50 group members with a limited FOV similar to the FOV of the robots. Com-
paring the motions in Figure 4.4b and Figure 7.6 it was noticed that the simulation,
with a limited FOV, can produce equivalent motion to the robotic implementation.
Since the implementation can produce the motions of the original motivating work
and the motions produced by a robotic implementation, it is reasonable to assume
the simulation is adequate for further investigation of information (type and detail)
on flocking.
4.3 Information-abstracted Flocking
To investigate the existence of information-abstracted flocking algorithms, com-
puter simulations for each of the 16 different parameterizations of sensing range
(3000, which can be considered infinite, and 3 units), starting formation (single-
group and split-group), type of information (pose and bearing), and observation de-
tail (member-centric and group-centric) were conducted. Ten trials were conducted
for each parameterization, each with random starting positions for the group mem-
bers, resulting in a total of 160 simulations of 75 iterations for 50 group members.
To aid in the study of the underlying motions produced by the chosen variations,
the group members’ FOV was not limited.
Using motion equivalence to compare the results in Figure 4.5, very little dif-
ference in the simulated motions is seen. Even when the worst case is considered,
Figures 4.5c and 4.5g, there are no real differences in the resultant motion. Even
though the motions are not identical, they still resemble the motions of the motivat-
ing biological flocks as presented in Viscido et al. (2002).
In addition to motion equivalence, Viscido et al. (2002) proposed the use of mean
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Figure 4.5: These motion figures are typical results of simulations conducted for
this study. Each trial simulates 50 group members over 75 iterations (only plot-
ting every third pose per group member), where stdistance is set to 0.5 units and
stangular is set to 10 degrees. The top row of motion figures (figures 4.5a,4.5b, 4.5c,
and 4.5d) were generated using group-centric information and the bottom row of
figures (figures 4.5e, 4.5f, 4.5g, and 4.5h) were generated using member-centric in-
formation. The blue squares represent the starting positions of the group members,
and the green squares represent the end positions of the group members. Motion
figures 4.5e, 4.5f, 4.5a, and 4.5b were simulated with the single-group starting forma-
tion and a sensing range of 3000 units, where figures 4.5g, 4.5h, 4.5c, and 4.5d were
simulated using the split-group starting formation and a sensing range of 3 units.
median distance (MMD) from the center of the group as a metric to describe the
motions of a group that compresses during a predator attack. To supplement the
observations of motion equivalence made form the motion figures in Figure 4.5, the
MMD is calculated for all of the parameterizations over all trials. The computed
MMDs for the trials that used a sensing range of 3 units are not significantly different
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from the trials that used a sensing range of 3000 units, therefore only the MMDs
from the trials that used a sensing range of 3 units are reported; see Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: The MMD (in units) from all of the simulations that had a sensing range
of 3 units. For each simulation, the median distance from the center of all 50 group
members is calculated from the ending formation. The medians from all ten trials
were averaged to yield the MMD for the given parameterization.
Single-group Split-group
Pose Bearing Pose Bearing
Group-centric 0.05 0.05 3.23 4.94
Member-centric 0.05 0.05 4.95 4.94
When the group starts in a single-group, Table 4.1 shows that there is no dif-
ference in the group’s MMD for any of the 16 parameterization. When the group
starts in two separate groups, there is a slight difference in the computed MMDs. As
expected from the motions reported in Figure 4.5, there is a slight difference between
the MMDs of the group-centric pose and member-centric pose trials when the group
started in two groups. These results not only show that flocking motions are possi-
ble using group-centric information, but since the group-centric variation produces
a smaller MMD, this suggests that group-centric information may be preferred in
certain situations.
4.4 Case-study Summary
The ability to produce biologically motivated flocking motions using either group-
centric or member-centric information suggests that flocking motions may be possible
using a combination of the two. In other words, the group member may observe
individual group members when they are nearby, but may still observe groups that
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are further away. Furthermore, if one considers the case when group members only
make observations based on image-size, it is plausible that the group member may
not be aware of the differences between the two types of information. If this holds
true, this may offer an explanation to how multiple flocks merge a split over time as
occurs in large flocks of birds.
Additional thought is required if one is to understand what individual group
members are sensing or computing. At least two distinct aspects are worthy of
consideration: the detail involved in the observation and the type of information
extracted from that observation. Moreover, metrics that are intended to evaluate
the group’s motion (e.g., MMD) are also insufficient in of themselves. Therefore,
future work may need to focus less on metrics designed to study the resulting group
motion, and instead on the impact that the requisite information has on the biological
plausibility, or the ability to implement the given algorithm on a robotic system, or
both.
The preceding results show that the information available to a group member,
while very important from an implementation and biological modeling point of view,
are not necessarily distinguishable in terms of the flocking behaviors they produce.
From these results and the results from Sections 2 and 3 it is clear that other ap-
proaches to understanding this phenomena must be explored.
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5. UNDERSTANDING GROUP BEHAVIORS VIA CONTROL
To this point, this dissertation has explored bottom-up approaches to the under-
standing of flocking behaviors by investigating the individuals and their motions that
give rise to flocking behaviors. Unfortunately, as highlighted in the previous sections,
a complete understanding of these behaviors are still lacking. Even with limited
models and incomplete understanding of the individuals, investigations have been
capable of exploiting these groups to reliably produce desirable aberrant behaviors.
The ability to reliably manipulate and control groups has been the subject of study
from early human history to a diverse field of research today (Becker et al., 2013;
Bobadilla et al., 2011; Butler et al., 2006; Couzin et al., 2005; Despland et al., 2000;
Erickson, 2000; Grandin, 1980; Lien et al., 2004, 2005; Pereira et al., 2004; Petersen
et al., 1994; Umstatter, 2011; Vaughan et al., 2000; Weiwei et al., 2012). The three
approaches to group control seen in related literature are (1) using external agents,
(2) using informed group members, and (3) adeptly constructed environments.
5.1 Group Control with External Agents
5.1.1 Shepherding
One of the more common approaches to influencing groups is through the use
of external mobile agents (e.g. shepherds, sheepdogs, robots) that guide the given
group (Lien et al., 2004, 2005; Pereira et al., 2004; Pierson and Schwager, 2015;
Vaughan et al., 2000; Weiwei et al., 2012); referred from this point on as shepherding
behaviors. These works typically utilize direct sensing of the target group to dynam-
ically change the position or formation of the shepherd(s) responsible for controlling
the group and assume that the individuals in the target group are (in some way)
repulsed by the shepherds. Recent works have employed this technique for both a
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single shepherd (Lien et al., 2004; Vaughan et al., 2000) and multiple shepherds (Lien
et al., 2005; Pereira et al., 2004; Pierson and Schwager, 2015; Weiwei et al., 2012).
Using a single mobile robot, Vaughan et al. (2000) demonstrated a control-law
for guiding a group of ducks to a desired location within a obstacle-free circular
environment. To successfully guide the ducks, the robot (in this case a over-head
tracking system) had to constantly sense the state of the group and change positions
throughout the control task. The interesting aspect to this work was the use of a
simple macroscopic description of the target group. Vaughan et al. (2000) employed
a model that only required a centroid and radius of the encompassing circle. Even
though this model is simplistic, it proved to be adequate due to the gregarious nature
of the target group.
Lien et al. (2005) also presented strategies for guiding gregarious agents (similar
to the ducks in Vaughan et al. (2000)), but in contrast to Vaughan et al. (2000), Lien
et al. (2005) employ multiple mobile agents. The use of multiple shepherds allow for
greater control over the group with less variation in the external agents position over
time, but determining the formations for the shepherds is still lacking in rigor. For
example, in Lien et al. (2005), the authors make assumptions on the basic form of
the shepherds and does not derive these formations from interactions with the target
group.
Similar to Lien et al. (2005), in that a basic form is already chosen, Pierson and
Schwager (2015) approaches the multiple shepherd problem in a different manner
than other known work in that they rely on certain geometric constraints between
the shepherds. Given these constraints, Pierson and Schwager (2015) developed a
continuous shepherding strategy that guarantees the target group to converge asymp-
tomatically to the goal location. However, like in Lien et al. (2005), Pierson and
Schwager (2015) still rely on a previously determined basic form for the shepherds.
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5.1.2 Caging
Closely related to shepherding is a group control method known as caging. Caging
is a common object manipulation method employed in robotic grasping applica-
tions (Diankov et al., 2008; Fukui et al., 2010; Rodriguez et al., 2012a) but has also
been employed in object manipulation using a group of mobile robots (Fink et al.,
2008; Wang and Kumar, 2002; Wang et al., 2004). Recently, this approach has been
used to shepherd groups of autonomous agents instead of a ridged object (Pereira
et al., 2004; Weiwei et al., 2012). These studies aim to design formations which
prevent any members of the group to escape the convex hull of the shepherds.
These caging techniques are also seen in nature, dolphins when feeding on a
school of fish. In open water environments, dolphins have been known to encircle (or
cage) large schools of fish in order to entice the school into a small, dense mass, thus
making feeding more efficient. Similar to dolphins, humpback whales utilize a feeding
technique known as bubble net feeding. A group of whales will swim in circles while
blowing bubbles around a school of fish (Leighton et al., 2004). As the whales circle
they decrease the radius of the circle, thus resulting in tighter and tighter schools of
fish. In other words, the whales are using bubbles to cage a school of fish in order
to increase the density of the school before feeding.
5.2 Group Control with Internal Group Members
More closely related to a bottom-up approach to understanding flocking be-
haviors, some studies have investigated heterogeneous flocks (Conradt et al., 2009;
Couzin et al., 2005; Gueron et al., 1996; Halloy et al., 2007; King and Cowlishaw,
2009). Work in this area can be split into to general categories: (1) use of informed
group members or (2) use of directly controlled group members. Informed indi-
viduals are any group member that has some extra knowledge or desired behavior
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(e.g. knowledge of food source location). Directly controlled individuals are group
members that are either specifically trained to perform a particular task, behavior,
or remotely operated group members. A good example of a directly controlled group
members are Judas goats, which are used at livestock management facilities.
One dilemma with this approach is that it is not always practical to introduce
informed individuals into a given group (e.g., how would one introduce an informed
group member into a flock of wild birds?). Furthermore, it is not always clear
that the use of internal group members could elicit more complex behaviors, such as
segregation based on agent characteristics (e.g., separate the males from the females).
Recently, a new classification of an agent has been introduced by Yeh et al.
(2008), known as a composite agent, in order to model the complex interactions in
agent-based crowd simulations. Composite agents are agents (similar to the group
members described above) that are associated with proxy agents. Proxy agents
can be seen as additional behaviors added to the group member. With the addition
of various proxy agents to certain group members, composite agents are capable of
displaying a large variety of group behaviors.
5.3 Group Control via the Environment
Other work in group control has looked into the effects that the environment
has on the exhibited behaviors of the group (Becker et al., 2013; Bobadilla et al.,
2011; Butler et al., 2006; Despland et al., 2000; Erickson, 2000; Grandin, 1980; Pe-
tersen et al., 1994; Umstatter, 2011). Recently, investigations have started exploring
methods for implicitly controlling autonomous agents by way of adeptly constructed
environments (Becker et al., 2013; Bobadilla et al., 2011; Butler et al., 2006; Umstat-
ter, 2011). Such work demonstrates that the environment can be designed in such a
way that it can reliably induce a particular action from a given group of agents.
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Bobadilla et al. (2011) show that a group of simple robots can be successfully
guided to a specific location in space through an environment comprised of static
walls and one-way passive gates. Their study used prior knowledge of the controller
that the robots would employ to build an environment using geometric patterns that
were capable of influencing the group. Similarly, Becker et al. (2013) shows that
a large number of simple robots directed by a global broadcast signal can perform
fairly complex behaviors and tasks without explicit communication within the group
given a properly structured environment.
Taking more of a field application angle to this problem, Butler et al. (2006) has
shown applications of this approach by herding grazing cattle in open fields. The
authors employ a combination of GPS enabled shock collars and the notion of virtual
boundaries. When cattle approach a virtual wall they receive a mild shock which
forces them to move away from the virtual wall. The algorithms presented in Butler
et al. (2006) relocate the virtual walls based on the desired behavior of the grazing
cattle.
The above approaches and the work presented here are similar to the work done
in automatic part manipulation and sorting (Bohringer et al., 1995; Erdmann and
Mason, 1988). These works attempt to orient ridged objects by applying a combi-
nation of forces to the objects. The key difference between part manipulation and
group control, as studied here, are the models used for the planning of the control
actions.
Although there has not been much work done for this other than the few works
mentioned above (Becker et al., 2013; Bobadilla et al., 2011) there are works in
shape grammars (Gips, 1974; Stiny, 1980), product design (Hsiao and Chen, 1997;
Orsborn et al., 2006), and even urban planning applications (Halatsch et al., 2008;
Koutsourakis et al., 2009). A large number of these publications do not consider the
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semantics of the environments that are generated. In the ones that do, the semantics
are evaluated based on the environments themselves and not between the interactions
of another agents or group.
There are a handful of real-world example environments (fish weirs and cattle
handling facilities) that have been designed to effectively and reliably control par-
ticular groups into eliciting specific behaviors. However, the creation of these envi-
ronments generally rely on domain experts and, in some cases, unformalized domain
knowledge (Grandin, 1980). This (ad hoc) approach limits the variety of group and
behavior pairings that can be investigated. To address the lack of generality, there
needs to be a way of automatically generating useful environments.
The key aspect of the fish weirs that is distinct from many of the other works
is that the weirs are static environments that are still capable of controlling groups
of individuals. Such environments exploit the group’s structure (e.g., aggregation)
in order to control the given group. Figure 5.1 shows three simulations of different
size group’s obeying the BOIDS flocking model. These simulations show that only a
group of sufficient size is successfully corralled within the environment.
(a) Individual (b) Group of Three (c) Group of Fifty
Figure 5.1: These simulation results were generated using identical parameters with
exception to group size. Together these results show how the corralling behavior is
only elicited when the group is of sufficient size (Figure 5.1c).
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The remainder of this dissertation will use the fact that the collective structure
of groups can be exploited by static environments. If one could develop/design
environments that could exploit a given group in various ways, one may be able to
better understand the group as a whole. This dissertation will present a methodology
for automatically generating such environments.
5.4 Generating Environments for Group Control: Problem Definition
An environment (E) is considered to be an enumerable set of simple geometric
shapes known as primitives. Each primitive (P ) is a finite set of continuous and/or
discrete attributes that rigorously define a geometric shape; see Definition 1. Exam-
ple primitives include a 2-dimensional line segment defined by two sets of Cartesian
coordinates, a circle defined by coordinates and a radius, and a polygonal shape
defined by a set of line segments.
Definition 1. Let P = {∅, P1, P2, . . . , Pϕ} denote the set of all possible primitive
types. Where a primitive P = {α1, α2, . . . , αγ} and αi = {αimin, αimax} for continuous




2, . . . ] for discrete.
The problem of generating an environment e, given a set of primitives P, becomes
a matter of planning over all possible combinations of the primitives. The set of
possible primitive combinations is further reduced by a set of constraints (C). These
constraints detail the initial workspace (W ), the procedures for adding primitives
to the set e (Cg), and constraints on feasible sets (Cf). Definition 2 defines the
constraints on possible environments. For this dissertation a construct refers to the
geometry generated by Cg and an environment is the result after being applied to
the given workspace. If the workspace is the empty set then the construct and the
environment are identical.
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Definition 2. Let C = {Cg, Cf ,W} where Cg denotes constraints on the generation
procedures, Cf denotes constraints on feasible generations, and W denotes an initial
geometric representation of a 2- or 3-space workspace.
The group of agents (A) is a homogeneous group of mobile individuals that have
some degree of autonomy. All group members in A follow the same motion model,
which can be either deterministic or stochastic. The motion model (m) represents
the low-level control law each agent will obey when operating in the environment
(e.g., Reynold’s rules (Reynolds, 1987)) and is encapsulated in the definition of A.
For reviews of control-laws for autonomous agents that exhibit some level of collective
structure please see Edelstein-Keshet (2001); Giardina (2008); Goldstone and Janssen
(2005); Lerman et al. (2005); Parrish et al. (2002); Partridge (1982), or refer back to
Section 3.
The specified behavior (b) can be any group level behavior ranging from simple
point-to-point navigation to segregation based on agent classification (e.g., removing
the female sheep from the herd). Each behavior is defined as a function that takes,
as input, position of each member in A over a given time and the environment, and
returns a fitness value between 0 and 1; with one being complete compliance with
behavior. More formally
Definition 3. Let b(Π) → (0, 1] where Π = {π1, π2, . . . , π|A|
}
, and πi denotes the
trajectory of the ith agent in A.
Given the above definitions, the complete definition of the Multi-Agent Envi-
ronmental Behavior Elicitation (MAEBE) problem is as follows:
Given a set of mobile agents A, a behavior b, a set of environmental
primitives P, and a set of generation constraints C. Does there exist an
environment e constructed from P satisfying C, that elicits b from A?
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5.5 k-MAEBE Variant
For the remainder of the work we are going to consider a variant of the MAEBE
where we have a finite set of primitives. It is important to note, we are not restricting
the number of primitives, just the different types of primitives. For example, the
restricted set of primitives may only include a line segment primitive (wall) and a
wedge style primitive. The formal definition of the k-MAEBE problem is as follows:
Given a set of mobile agents A, a behavior b, a set of k environmental
primitives selected from P, and a set of generation constraints C. Does
there exist an environment e constructed from the selected k primitives
satisfying C, that elicits b from A?
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6. APPROACH AND IMPLEMENTATION TO GROUP CONTROL ∗
To solve the MAEBE problem without relying on experts or specific knowledge,
we break the problem down into three key aspects; (1) primitive generation, (2)
environment generation, and (3) environment validation. First, let us focus on both
the environment generation and validation. We assume that the set of primitives is
given, but will lift this assumption later (Section 8.1). A diagrammatic overview of
the system considering only the generation and validation of environments can be
seen in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: A diagram showing the proposed method for automatically enumerating
a set of environments that elicit a particular behavior from a group. The environment
schema (Cg), group (A), and behavior (b) are all user defined inputs to the system and
remain constant during the system’s execution. The output is a set of environments
(E) that can elicit the specified behavior from the given group.
∗ c©2013 IEEE. Part of the work presented here is reprinted with permission from ”Eliciting
collective behaviors through automatically generated environments” Benjamin T. Fine and Dylan
A. Shell, 2013. IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems.
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6.1 Environment Generation
To increase the generality and applicability of our method we treat the motion
model of the agents as a black-box. Without any information to how the group be-
haves and interacts with the environment, we needed to develop a way to enumerate
through a large set of environments. To do this, we employed environmental schemas
(Cg). Simply put, environmental schemas are rules for how to combine primitives
in order to construct environments. In this study, we consider three general types
of schemas; (1) shape grammars, (2) computational schemas, and (3) hierarchical
schemas.
The general form of the proposed environment generation algorithm can be seen
in Algorithm 3. The GenerateCandidateEnvironments function is the user defined
environment schema. For this work, this function is either a shape grammar or a
computational schema.
Algorithm 3 General Environment Generation (GEG)
Input: k,P, C, A, b, ρ
Output: A set environments E generated from P given C that elicits b from A.
1: Ecand ← GenerateCandidateEnvironments (k,P, C)
2: Ecand ← AddCandidatesToWorkspace(Ecand,W )
3: for e ∈ Ecand do
4: if ValidateEnvironment (e, b, A, ρ) then
5: E ← e
6.1.1 Shape Grammars
Shape grammars, first introduced by Stiny (1980), are similar to typical symbol
grammars (Chomsky, 1956) in that they have a set of symbols (primitives) and rules
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(Cg), that together, generate syntactically valid strings (environments). The key
difference in a shape grammar is that the rules encode spatial and geometric prop-
erties, such as pose and orientation. In this study we only consider two-dimensional
polygonal environments but, in general, shape grammars can be used in higher di-
mensions (Chau et al., 2004) and with non-polygonal shapes (Jowers and Earl, 2010).
For the original definitions and a more detailed treatment of shape grammars, please
see the seminal shape grammar study of Stiny (1980).
The general form of grammar based schemas can be seen in Algorithm 4. In
the Appendix, we show that algorithms of this form are probabilistically complete
and their time complexity is exponential with respect to the number of possible
permeations of the k selected primitives.
Algorithm 4 Grammar-based Candidate Generation (GCG)
Input: k,P, C
Requires: φ, denotes number of candidate environments to generate.
Output: A set environments Ecand = {e1, e2, ..., eφ}.
1: while |Ecand| < φ do
2: e← GenerateInstance (k,P, Cg)
3: if FilterEnvironment(e, Cf) then
4: Ecand ← e
The basic structure of a shape grammar consists of left-side and right-side shapes.
Left-side shapes represent which shape the rule will apply to and the right-side
shape represents the final shape after the rule is applied. Potential rules range
from addition, where another shape is added to the left-side shape (Figure 6.2a), to
substitution, where the left-side shape is replaced by another shape (Figure 6.2b).
Another common rule found in shape grammars is modification, where the left-
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side shape is modified is a particular way (e.g., the left-side shape is rotated by 15
degrees); see Figure 6.2c.




Figure 6.2: Three common rules used in shape grammars. Here, the straight line
and the square would be considered primitives.
6.1.2 Computational Schemas
Computational schemas are (generally) more programmatic and predictable
than shape grammars. Shape grammars are useful tools when the structure of se-
mantically valid environments is unknown, but when the structure of the desired
environments is known, shape grammars may be less efficient than computational
schemas. For this work, when we refer to the efficiency of a grammar we mean the
percentage of environments generated by the given schema that elicit behavior b from
A.
The general form of a computation schema can be seen in Algorithm 5. In the
Appendix B, we show algorithms of this form to be resolution complete and we show
the expected runtime is exponential.
Take for example a Galton board (Kozlov and Mitrofanova, 2003), as depicted
in Figure 6.3. It is possible to generate a shape grammar for generating Galton
boards but the rules would be overly complex for the underlying structure. Instead,
one could simply mathematically define the given structure with a few parameters,
thus producing a less complex and potentially more accurate schema. We consider
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Algorithm 5 General Computational Candidate Generation (GCCG)
Input: k,P, C
Requires: R = {R1, R2, ..., Rϕ}, where Ri = {r1, r2, ..., rγ}, denotes the resolutions for
each attribute of each primitive type.
Output: A set environments Ecand.
1: Ecand ← GenerateAllPermutations(k,P, C,R)
accuracy to be the percentage of valid environments generated by a schema. For
example, a schema generates valid environments 90% of the time is considered more
accurate than a schema that generates valid environments 50% of the time.
Figure 6.3: Pictorial representation of a Galton board (the pegs arranged in a trian-
gle) along with a funnel and bins for containing the agents
.
6.1.3 Hierarchical
Hierarchical schemas are combinations of other schemas (any combination of
both shape grammars or computational schemas) that together form a larger schema.
The motivation for this schema style can be seen when considering complex behaviors,
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such as gathering and sorting male and female cattle from a grazing herd. There are
three key sub-behaviors that can be identified: (1) corralling the cattle, (2) moving
the cattle to a line formation, and (3) sorting the cattle based on sex.
To develop a single schema for all three sub-behaviors (while not impossible)
would be very challenging. The aim of a hierarchical schema would be to merge a
schema for each of the three desired behaviors. Thus allowing simpler schemas to be
used in joint to generate environments that can elicit more complex behaviors from
a group.
6.2 Environment Validation
After the system generates a syntactically valid environment based on the chosen
schema we must check if the environment is semantically valid. A semantically
valid environment is any environment that elicits the desired behavior b from the
given group A. The semantic validation is conducted in two stages. First, each
generated environment must exist in the set of feasible environments defined by
Cf . For example, if the user of the system only has 100 meters of fencing, then
an environment using more than 100 meters would be considered outside the set of
feasible environments.
Once the environment is determined to be feasible, the environment must be
validated on semantics (i.e., does e elicit b from A). The presented approach uses a
microscopic simulation of A following the motion model m. If the resulting fitness
value computed by b is above a given threshold, then the generated environment is




We implemented two different (rather simplistic) grammars using the Shape
Grammar Interpreter† (SGI) given in (Tres˘c˘a´k et al., 2009). The implemented shape
grammars use a combination of non-terminal shapes, terminal shapes, and mark-
ers. Both non-terminal shapes and markers are only used in the generation of
the environment and are never part of the environment itself. These shapes are
used to help define underlying structure of the environment. In other words, if one
was to physically build an environment consisting of all three shape types, only the
terminal shapes would be constructed. The only difference between non-terminals
and markers are that markers are used by b to compute the fitness value (e.g., goal
location).
Terminal shapes, such as walls, are shapes the agents will interact with during
the validation procedure and are items we must physically construct. Figure B.1 de-
tails the two shape grammars implemented for the validation of the proposed system.
To aid in a better understanding of how the grammars presented in Figure 6.5 work,
Figure 6.4 is a step by step walk through for the generation of a single environment
using the splitting grammar.
6.3.2 Predefined Behaviors
For the validation of the proposed approach and system implementation, we con-
sider two behaviors; splitting and corralling. These behaviors where chosen because
they are commonly exhibited by real (biological and/or robotic) systems. Splitting
behaviors are defined by any behavior where the group fragments into at least two
groups for k consecutive simulation steps. We consider a group to be performing
†SGI version 1.31 from the Source Forge repository (Tres˘c˘a´k, 2012).
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Figure 6.4: A simple execution of the splitting grammar. Step 0 is the starting
shape and a non-terminal. The only primitives that are physically realized are the
line primitives.
(a) Splitting Grammar (b) Corralling Grammar
Figure 6.5: The splitting grammar uses a non-terminal shape (square), which is used
to help define a tree-like structure of the environment and a single terminal shape
(straight line). The weiring grammar uses one terminal shape (straight line) and one
marker (cross) that defines the predesignated area for the corralling behavior.
the corralling behavior if and only if the group does not fragment and the centroid
of the group remains within radius r from the origin (the marker in the corralling
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grammar) for at least k consecutive iterations of the simulation.
The definitions of the behaviors can be seen in Table 6.1. Each behavior returns
a binary fitness value. A value of 1 if the behavior is exhibited and a value of 0 if it
is not.
Table 6.1: Specifications of the behaviors used in this study.
ing
Simple Split
A group exhibits this behavior when the agents fragment into at least two distinct
groups for k = 50 consecutive iterations. Group membership is determined based
on the fragmentation threshold of 25 units. This behavior must be elicited within
200 iterations.
Balanced Split
A group exhibits this behavior when the agents fragment into at least two distinct
groups for k = 5 consecutive iterations. The groups are considered balanced
when the entropy of the system is at least 30% of the maximum entropy. Group
membership is determined based on the fragmentation threshold of 25 units. This
behavior must be elicited within 200 iterations.
Corralling
A group exhibits this behavior when the centroid of the agent’s position is within
a threshold distance of 25 units of the origin (0, 0) for at least k = 50 consecutive
iterations. Additionally, the group must not fragment (based on the fragmentation
threshold of 25 units). This behavior must be elicited within 500 iterations.
6.3.3 Microscopic Models
For the microscopic models, we implemented three flocking models that are
pulled directly from the flocking literature; (1) Random Motion Plus‡ Viscido et al.
‡The plus term signifies the addition of environment avoidance capabilities to the motion model
if it was not included in the original model.
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(2002) (RM+), (2) Simple Nearest Neighbor Plus Viscido et al. (2002) (SNN+), and
(3) Reynold’s Boids Reynolds (1987) (BOIDS). These motion models where cho-
sen because they either represent a staple motion model in the literature (SNN+
and BOIDS) or they are useful for control cases in the validation process (RM+).
Figure 6.6 is a pictorial representation of the three motion models implemented.
(a) Simple Nearest Neighbor (b) Random Motion (c) Reynold’s
(d)
Figure 6.6: Motion models used in this work. The gray circle centered on the group
member is the interaction radius for selecting neighbors.
It is important highlight that the proposed methodology and implementation in
this dissertation is agnostic to the chosen model. The generation of environments
does not consider the model of the group members; the individual’s model is only
utilized during the validation procedure. Thus, it does not matter if the group is
heterogeneous, homogeneous, or comprised of composite agents, which allows one to
study the general problem of group control and not just specific instances.
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7. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ∗
7.1 Hardness of MAEBE
To show the hardness of the MAEBE problem, we reduce the Warehousemans’s
problem (a multi-agent motion planning problem), which was shown to be PSPACE-
Hard in Hopcroft et al. (1984). The definition of the Warehouseman’s problem is as
follows:
Definition 4. Given a set of rectangular objects A, a two-dimensional rectangular
box R, a starting configuration qs, and an ending configuration qg. The Warehouse-
man’s Problem is as follows: Does there exist a collision-free path for A from qs to
qg?
Theorem. The MAEBE problem is PSPACE-hard.
Proof. To prove that the MAEBE problem is PSPACE-hard, we will give a polynomial-
time reduction of the Warehouseman’s Problem to the MAEBE problem, and then
we will prove the correctness of such a reduction.
Essentially, each agent in the MAEBE problem will follow paths (tunnels) in a
3-dimensional space according to its control-law. A set of tunnels (one per agent
in A) defines a solution, such that each (x, y, z) coordinate of the tunnels map to a
(x, y, t) coordinate for a path in 2-dimensional space, where t is time. The path will
be collision-free per the constraints needing to be satisfied in the reduction (i.e., no
tunnel (path) intersections).
∗ c©2013 IEEE. Part of the work presented here is reprinted with permission from ”Eliciting
collective behaviors through automatically generated environments” Benjamin T. Fine and Dylan
A. Shell, 2013. IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems.
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Reduction Given an instance of the Warehouseman’s problem wp = {A,R, qs, qg},
we map wp to an instance of the MAEBE problem maebe = {A, b,P, C} as follows
and is shown in Figure 7.1:
1. A = A, as in each rectangular agent in wp corresponds to an agent in maebe.
2. m (encapsulated in A) is a tunnel following routine by which each rectangular
agent a ∈ A is restricted to motions through tunnels.
3. b is a move to goal behavior from qs to qg, as in the agents must arrive at qg.
4. P = {tunnel}. Each tunnel has a position, rotation, and elevation which
corresponds to a translational motion of a rectangular agent through time or
a waiting motion. Each tunnel can have the width of any agent in A such that
each agents swept volume of motion will be contained within a tunnel.
5. C contains two constraints: (1) none of the primitives can intersect in 3–space
and (2) a tunnel must lead from each starting position of the agents with the
z component being 0, and similarly, a tunnel must reach each goal position of
the agents.
6. W = {[Rx, Ry, z]} where z is unbounded.
The reduction of the decision problem can be seen as: Find a three-dimensional
environment e composed of non-intersecting tunnels to lead all agents from a starting
position to a goal location, or determine that none exists. This is a linear time
reduction. It is linear in the number of agents needing to be mapped, as all other




Figure 7.1: Reduction from a Warehouseman’s problem instance (a) to an instance
of the Multi-Agent Environmental Behavior Elicitation problem (b). Each piece-wise
linear tunnel from a start to goal position is equivalent to a time-varying trajectory
of a rectangle in the Warehouseman’s problem.
Reduction Correctness: Each agent will follow the tunnels, as its control-law dic-
tates. As stated above, the solution of tunnels lays out a path such that each (x, y, z)
coordinate of the tunnels map to a (x, y, t) coordinate for a path. The path will be
collision-free per the constraints needing to be satisfied in the reduction (i.e., no tun-
nel (path) intersections). Thus, each yes answer to maebe maps to a collision-free
path for the corresponding wp. A no answer implies that no path exists because
if a path had existed then an environment of tunnels would exist to elicit such a
behavior.
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7.2 System Validation: Simulation Results
Using MatLab (version R2011b) we implemented the three selected motion mod-
els, both the splitting behaviors and the corralling behavior (Table 6.1), two envi-
ronment filters for both of the implemented shape grammars (Table 7.1), and the
framework of the proposed system (excluding the SGI software). We generated a
1000 environments with the corralling grammar and a 1000 environments for the
splitting grammar. The same 1000 environments generated by the splitting gram-
mar were used for both the simple split and balanced split behaviors. The results
presented here show that the system successfully generates, filters, and validates
environments that elicit a given behavior b from a group A.
Table 7.1 shows the percentage of environments for both the splitting and cor-
ralling grammars that passed the filtering process. In other words, Table 7.1 shows
the percentage of environments that are in the feasible set of environments defined by
Cf . In both instances the filters discard roughly 50% of the generated environments.
Figure 7.2 shows example environments that were generated by the SGI software and
passed the filtering process. It is clear what type of splitting environments would
fail the filtering process (thus not pictured here), but Figure 7.3 shows examples of
environments that failed the filtering process for the corralling grammar.
For each environment that passed the environment filter, the system conducted a
single simulation trial to determine if the environment elicited the specified behavior
from the implemented motion models. Table 7.2 shows the results from the valida-
tion process using 25 homogeneous agents for each simulation. In the case of the
worst performance (SNN+ and the corralling behavior), 22.4% of the generated en-
vironments elicited the specified behavior, and in best case (RM+ and the balanced




Splitting The environment must contain at least three terminal
shapes.
53.7%
Corralling The origin marker must be within the convex hull of the
terminal shapes and there must be a obstacle free path from
the origin marker to an arbitrary point outside of the convex
hull of the terminal shapes.
50.1%




Figure 7.2: Both figures show three environments that were generated using the
splitting and corralling shape grammars and that passed the respective filters defined
in Table 7.1.
Figure 7.4 are simulation results from three environments that elicited the simple
split behavior from groups executing the three motion models. For all plots in the
remainder of this publication, the color gradient (blue to red) represents simulation
time.
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Figure 7.3: Both figures show environments that were generated using the corralling
shape grammar but failed the corralling filter.
(a) BOIDS Model (b) SNN+ Model (c) RM+ Model
Figure 7.4: Three different environments that successfully elicit the simple split
behavior for each motion model.
7.3 System Validation: Robot Results
To support the claim that the environments generated and validated by the pre-
sented system can reliably control multi-robot systems (or even biological agents),
we conducted robot trials with four iRobot Creates. Each robot is equipped with
a Hokuyo URG-04LX-UG01 laser range finder for all sensing requirements and an
ASUS Eee PC for control. Each robot is also marked with reflective tape to aid in
neighbor detection.
We constructed environments that were generated and validated by our system
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(a) BOIDS Model (b) SNN+ Model (c) RM+ Model
Figure 7.5: Three different environments that successfully elicit the corralling be-
havior for each motion model.
Table 7.2: The percentage of environments that generated the desired behaviors for
the three motion models. These percentages only consider the number of environ-
ments that passed the filtering process and are rounded to the nearest hundreth.
Reynolds Simple Nearest Neighbor Random
Simple Split 0.49 0.70 0.86
Balanced Split 0.49 0.71 0.87
Corralling 0.60 0.45 0.51
for both the splitting and corralling grammars. Figure 7.6 shows time series from
two separate successful robot trials, and Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show the results of all 30
robot and comparable simulation trials.
It is important to note, for the robot trials, we slightly modified the corralling
behavior to include groups that only maintain two-thirds connectivity. In other
words, if two of the three robots are consider to be performing the corralling behavior,
then the environment is said to elicit the specified behavior. This modification is
advantageous because of (1) the noise in the sensing, perception, and action of the
robots, (2) the difficulties in scaling the environment, and (3) the fewer number of
agents means that proportions for single agent events are larger.
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Table 7.3: Validation results for two environments for robotic agents. Each behavior
was tested with one environment selected from the set of valid environments and
conducted over five trials, totaling 30 trials. The simple split behavior was tested
using four agents and the corralling behavior was tested using three.
Reynolds Simple Nearest Neighbor Random
Simple Split 0.40 1.00 0.80
Corralling 0.20 0.20 0.00
Table 7.4: Validation results for two environments for simulated agents. Each be-
havior was tested with one environment selected from the set of valid environments
and simulated over five trials, totaling 30 simulation trials. The simple split behavior
was tested using four agents and the corralling behavior was tested using three.
Reynolds Simple Nearest Neighbor Random
Simple Split 0.60 0.80 1.0
Corralling 0.40 0.20 0.00
(a) Splitting
(b) Corralling
Figure 7.6: These two time series shows a multi-robot system obeying the SNN+
motion model being influenced by environments that were automatically generated
by the implemented system.
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7.4 Evaluating the Set of Generated Constructs
The results to this point show through simulations and robot trials that the pre-
sented solution can indeed solve the MAEBE problem. However, the experiments
in Section 7 do not give one a notion to the tightness of the set of generated con-
structs. Here, tightness refers to the percentage of generated constructs that elicit
the desired behavior from the given group. In other words, if 90% of the constructs
produced by Schema A elicit b from A and only 80% of the constructs produced by
Schema B elicit the behavior, then Schema A is considered tighter than Schema B.
This notion of tightness is important when considering the applicability of the
methodology to real world applications. Determining the tightness value is straight
forward once a large number of constructs have been generated, but how can this
value be used to inform the chosen schemas, or even parameters with in the schemas?
To explore this, the preceding section investigates the connection between the robust-
ness of the group’s behavior to changes in the produced constructs.
The commonality among much of the literature discussed here is it relies on the
interplay between the environment and the group level dynamics exhibited by the
agents (e.g., cohesion, repulsion, polarization, velocity matching). Unfortunately,
it is difficult to quantify, or even identify, the key interactions that determine the
exhibited behaviors of the group. As a result, it is challenging to determine how
robust the group is to perturbations in the environment. Figure 7.7 shows how
changes to the environment can effect the exhibited behaviors of the group.
Without a good understanding of the group’s sensitivity to the changes in the
environment, it is difficult to evaluate and/or improve current environmental designs
for group control. Current methods for generating such environments (Becker et al.,
2013; Bobadilla et al., 2011) are useful for identifying a single, or a small number of,
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.7: Motivating examples of how small perturbations in the environment can
effect the exhibited behaviors of a group. Figure 7.7a shows the effect the workspace
has on the trajectories of the simulated agents, where Figure 7.7b and 7.7c show
examples of how small changes can drastically change the groups’ exhibited behavior.
The desired action for these motivating examples was influencing at least 90 percent
of the group to turn right at the junction. Shading of the trajectories represent time
starting with white and fading to black.
instance(s) of environments that successfully (and reliably) induce a specific action
from a particular group. However, these methods do not give one a notion to what
the set of environments looks like or what properties it may have. In other words, we
would like a way in which to enquire about the set of generated environments. We
do so by exploring the parameter space of the generation methods used. Questions
of interest would include:
• Are there regions in this space that have a high density of useful environments?
• What is the connectivity in these regions (i.e., how sparse are the regions of
high density)?
• What properties of the group can be inferred from the structure of these regions
in the design space?
To begin to answer these and other related questions, this work empirically maps
the parameter space of two different computational schemas through the use of com-
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puter simulations. We identify two properties (density and connectivity of regions)
of these parameter space maps that allow us the ability to describe the sensitivity of
a group of agents obeying the well-known Reynolds’ flocking rules (Reynolds, 1987).
Additionally, we discuss the relationship between these properties and our ability to
explore the full set of realizable environments.
7.4.1 Environment Generation
Methods for generating environments to influence a group do not typically start
from a blank slate, they must account for (and potentially exploit) the geometry of
preexisting structures like hallways in a building or trees in a field. As defined in
Section 5, these preexistent structures, are the workspace (W ). The environments
studied here can be broken down into two main parts; (1) the workspace and (2)
the physical construct that was generated to influence the group. Multiple schemas
are explored in this section, but each take, as input, a workspace (W ) and a set of
anchor points (A) that designate potential starting positions to which the constructs
that are generated may be affixed.
Two schemas are considered: the (1) Deterministic Influence Right Turn (DIRT)
schema and the (2) Deterministic Standard Deviation Reduction (DSDR) schema.
Both computational schemas utilize a top-down approach for generating the con-
structs, in that they utilize the notion of a wall, which is a known construct for
influencing autonomous agents. Figures 7.8a and 7.8b are pictorial representations
of the DIRT and DSDR schemas, respectively. Additionally, the algorithmic descrip-
tion of the DIRT method can be seen in Algorithm 6. The algorithmic description of
the DSDR method is similar to Algorithm 6, with the exception of two extra param-
eters, and thus not shown. For each of these methods, the parameters of construct
angle and length are all independent of each other.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.8: Figures 7.8a and 7.8b represent the two computational schemas. The
workspace is the solid black line where the dotted line represents a possible construct.
The labels a and l represent the various angle and length parameters.
Figure 7.9: An example environment generated by the DIRT method from the fourth
anchor position with a starting formation for seven agents. The thin-blue line rep-
resents the goal line for the turn right behavior.
7.4.2 Empirical Mapping Results
To gain an understanding of how perturbations in the environment effect the ex-
hibited behavior of a group the parameter space for each of the presented schemas
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Algorithm 6 Deterministic Influence Right Turn (DIRT)
Input: theta =˙ angle of the wall construct
length =˙ length of the wall construct
A =˙ anchor point for the wall construct
W =˙ workspace (set of line segments)
Output: An environment e that is comprised of W and the generated construct.
1: point1← A
2: point2← A+ [length ∗ cos(theta), length ∗ sin(theta)]
3: construct← [point1, point2]
4: e← [W, construct]
5: return e
is empirically mapped. The parameter space is mapped by evaluating the environ-
ment’s ability to successfully induce a group to perform a particular task. For all
of the simulations in this work, the simulated agents are obeying the flocking model
presented in Reynolds (1987); hereafter referred to as BOIDS.
This model was chosen because of its notoriety in the fields related to collective
motion and for its emergent properties. The BOIDS flocking model only has three
behaviors each agent follows (cohesion, separation, and velocity matching) but com-
plex group level behaviors emerge from the member to member interactions, such as
group decision making (Couzin et al., 2005).
A systematic grid-based search of the parameter space was used to pick parameter
settings. The search employed dynamic resolution for each dimension similarly to
the quad-tree methods for searching and representing regions in a space (Samet,
1980). Resolution is adjusted on basis of the success in achieving the task of the
current parameter configuration. The algorithm efficiently searches regions in the
parameter space with high densities of configurations that produce useful constructs.
All of the parameter space maps adhere to the following symbols. A + designates
parameter configurations that generate environments that successfully elicit the turn
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right behavior from the group, where a • designates parameter configurations that
generate environments that fail to elicit the turn right behavior from the group.
Parameter Space Maps (Turn Right Action): We mapped the parameter space for
the DIRT schema where the desired action is to get at least 90% of the group to turn
right at the junction in the t-junction workspace (Figure 7.9). The DIRT schema
started with four anchor points for the t-junction workspace (the four corners at
the junction). The first mapping iteration produced the map in Figure 7.10. The
remaining mapping iterations are only applied to anchor point four, as it produced
the highest number of successful environments in the first iteration. Figure 7.11 is
the results of mapping the DIRT parameter states with six additional iterations of
increasing resolution (around successful configurations) in both the angle and length
parameters.
Figure 7.10: Parameter space map for the DIRT method on a group of seven agents
obeying BOIDS from the four anchor locations.
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Figure 7.11: Parameter space map for the DIRT method on a group of seven agents
obeying BOIDS from the fourth anchor position.
Figure 7.11 shows that the region in which the DIRT schema generates useful
environments has a high density in respect to the rest of the parameter space. This
suggests that the group which generated this map is fairly robust to variations in
the environment as long as the constructs angle is between 200◦ and 250◦; as well
as, the length being between 2 and 3 meters. Additionally, the region in Figure 7.11
is relatively small when compared to the size of the set of possible configurations,
which suggests that methods that employ random parameter selection may not be
as efficient in searching this set of environments.
To examine the effect of group size on the region in the parameter space generated
by the DIRT method, we map the same parameter space for a single agent and for a
group of three agents; Figures 7.12 and 7.13 respectively. Notice that in both cases,
the high density area seen in Figure 7.11 no longer exists. In fact, very few parameter
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configurations were successful in generating environments that could reliably induce
the right turn action from the agents. We conclude from these figures that the
success of these environment depends on group level behaviors exhibited the agents
(e.g., cohesion). This is important because it allows one to then build connections
between the structure of the parameter space and the macroscopic properties of the
group.
Figure 7.12: Parameter space map for the DIRT method on a single agent obeying
BOIDS from the fourth anchor position.
Parameter Space Maps (Reduce x-axis Standard Deviation): In addition to the
right turn behavior we explore a computational schema for reducing the group x-
axis standard deviation. The motivating action behind this method is to coerce
the group into a line (i.e., reduce the x-axis standard deviation to 0), which has
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Figure 7.13: Parameter space map for the DIRT method on three agents obeying
BOIDS from the forth anchor position.
motivation rooted in livestock management. Due to the four parameters used in
the DSDR schema we plot all of the resulting deviations along the y = 1 axis in
Figure 7.14.
Observing Figure 7.14 we see that the majority of the parameter configurations
produce environments that induce a x-axis standard deviation in the group of in the
range of 1.5 and 4.0. In regards to the desired single line action, there are only a few
configurations that would generate desirable environments. This suggests that the
generation method is either not capable of producing useful environments, or that
some group level property (e.g., repulsion) is impeding the environments’ ability to
manipulate the group.
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Figure 7.14: Represents the fitness values of 1,024 different parameter configurations
from the four dimensional parameter space of the DSDR schema. All results are for
a group of 10 agents obeying the BOIDS flocking model.
7.4.3 Understanding the Space of Constructs
One of the important limitations to note with the methodology introduced in
Section 6 is in choosing a particular environmental schema. Since the schema is the
aspect of the methodology that defines the set of possible environments it is impor-
tant to understand the quality of that set. Here, quality refers to the ratio of valid
to non-valid environments in the set generated from the given schema. By gaining
a better understanding of the structure of the space in which these generated envi-
ronments exist, better exploration methods for increasing the generalization and/or
quality of the environmental schemas can be developed.
For example, if a schema with a large number of parameters where developed,
parameter space would grow and the difficulty of mapping and searching it would
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grow as well. One could use these high density regions within the parameter space
to pick ranges of parameters which yield the largest set of valid environments. This
could be done by employing various parameter optimization techniques.
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8. DISCUSSION
8.1 Finding the Right Primitives
To this point, all the work done was under the assumption that the primitives used
for environment generation are known. Although this is a reasonable assumption for
many applications (e.g., livestock management and traffic control), it still limits the
generality of the presented approach for automatic generation of constructs for group
control. In order to lift this assumption there are at least two plausible approaches:
(1) environment decomposition and (2) bottom-up generation from a simple point
primitive.
8.1.1 Environment Decomposition
The large majority of the group control work via adeptly constructed mechanisms
and static constructs utilize experts and domain knowledge (e.g., fishing and livestock
management). However, as in livestock management, there still remains challenges
reproducible results and robustness in regards to the variations in similar groups
(e.g., herds of tamed versus wild cattle). Although, ideal constructs for various
groups and behaviors have not been discovered there are many current constructs
that are useful and currently used for actual group control. Since there exist current
constructs that elicit the desired behavior from the given group, it is reasonable to
start with these constructs for finding useful primitives.
Decomposing known constructs into sets of primitives can be done using either
directed or undirected methods. A directed approach would allow for an expert
to identify regions of the known construct as potential primitives and the expected
behavior of the group. These regions would be further reduced to a set of simple
geometric representations (e.g., line segments and arcs). At this point algorithms
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could be design that would test variations of these geometries to determine an optimal
primitive or a range of primitives that are useful in eliciting the expected behavior.
It is important to note that the expected behavior in this case may not be the same
as the behavior for the overall construct. For example, the overall desired behavior
may be a trajectory through a workspace consisting of left and right turns (similar
to the tasks in Section 7), where the expected behavior for a selected region may be
a simple left turn.
An undirected approach would automatically generate the regions that were
selected by the expert in the directed approach. This could be done in a variety
of ways from segmentation algorithms to sliding windows along the construct. The
difficulty comes when trying to determine the expected behavior of the group. Since
this would be impossible, the candidate primitives would need to be clustered with
ones that elicit similar behaviors. In the example above, primitives that elicit a
turn right action would be clustered together. At this point, an optimal primitive
or range of primitives could be generated for all of the behaviors seen during the
decomposition.
One of the key benefits to an undirected approach is that it is a closed-loop system
thus (potentially) allowing all possible primitives to be studied. Unfortunately, the
generality of this approach also is a draw-back. For more complex constructs, it
could be very computationally expensive to conduct this approach, with no runtime
guarantees of finding useful primitives. On the other hand, a directed approach
would limit the generality of the primitives found but may lead to more predictable
running times.
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8.1.2 De novo Primitives
Another approach to generating new primitives is starting with an empty slate.
This could be done by generating random primitives from the combinations of simple
point primitives. A bottom-up approach such as this makes no assumptions about
the structure of the primitives; instead, primitives are generated by adding single
pixel primitives to a empty workspace. The only input required from a user would
be the desired or expect behavior of the group, such as turn right ∗. The bottom-up
approach is similar to the work done with shape grammars, where the shape is a
point and the rules define the way in which a point can be added. One difficulty
with this approach is the dimensionality of the search space.
If no prior notion of what a useful primitive might look like is known, then the
grammar employed would have to be general (i.e., have a large number of rules
that could be applied or a single rule that randomly places the next primitive). If
the grammar is general enough to explore a large variation of primitives, then the
feasibility in regards to running time comes into question.
One possible solution to this large search space draws motivation from Section 8.
By using a shape grammar with a large number of rules, accompanied by proba-
bilities, parameter optimization algorithms could be used to focus the generation of
constructs within a closed-loop system. As a proof of concept, the Stochastic Influ-
ence Right Turn (SIRT) schema (Algorithm 7) was designed. For each iteration of the
SIRT method (seen in Algorithm 7) a single rule is applied to the current primitive;
the only addition to the standard shape grammar format is the rule probabilities.
As done in Section 8, the parameter space for the SIRT schema was dynamically
mapped. Figure 8.1 shows the parameter space of the three rules in the SIRT schema.
∗This could be excluded as done in the undirected approach if desired. The drawback would
come in the computational resources required.
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Algorithm 7 Stochastic Influence Right Turn (SIRT)
Input: k =˙ number of grammar iterations
xres =˙ rule resolution along x-coordinate axis
yres =˙ rule resolution along y-coordinate axis
P =˙ Set of probabilities for each grammar rule
A =˙ anchor point for the construct
eb =˙ workspace (set of line segments)
Output: An environment e that is comprised of W and the generated construct.
1: pointer = A
2: for i = 1; i < k; i++ do
3: rule = rand choice(P )
4: switch (rule)
5: case 1:
6: pointer← pointer + [xres, 0.0]
7: case 2:
8: pointer← pointer + [0.0, yres]
9: case 3:
10: pointer← pointer + [xres, yres]
11: end switch
12: construct← [construct, pointer]
13: end for
14: e← [W, construct]
15: return e
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Figure 8.1: Parameter space map for the SIRT schema on a group of seven agents
obeying BOIDS from the fourth anchor position. The probabilities of the three rules
in the SIRT method are all dependent on each other; therefore the parameter space
is projected on the rule 1 and rule 2 dimensions.
This space mapping reveals that the turn right behavior is exhibited by the group
more often when the third rule has a high probability of use. Of course, based on
the three rules this is expected, but it does support this approach working for larger
rule sets.
8.1.3 Bottom-up versus Top-down
Two questions arise when considering a top-down or bottom-up approach:
(1) In general, is one approach better than the other (in regards to the quality of
the generated constructs)?
(2) Is there any duality between the two approaches that we can exploit?
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In regards to the first question, one way is by empirically computing the number
of configurations in the schemas parameter space that produce useful environments
for each of the methods. Clearly, the method that produces the highest number will
be deemed better. However, we are only considering parameter space maps that were
generated from a group of a single size. To expand the notion of better we would
want to consider how the parameter space regions change in respect to group size.
We would argue that if the regions persist through multiple group sizes, this would
signify a better generation method.
Another, way of evaluating the approach would be in terms of generality of the en-
vironments produced. With top-down approaches the assumption is that the known
primitives (e.g, walls) have a desirable/applicable influence on the group. However,
these known primitives are not guaranteed to have the same effects on different groups
or groups of varying size. As bottom-up approaches do not carry these assumptions,
it is reasonable to conclude that the bottom up approach are more general, and in
this context better than top-down approaches.
In regards to the second question, it is not possible to directly compare these
approaches and the set of environments they produce with the results presented
here. However, we hypothesize that it is possible to generate or learn the higher level
(known) primitives from bottom up approaches. One possible way of constructing
these higher level primitives is through a multi-step process of mapping the bottom-
up approach for many simple group actions. With this data, we could then identify
structures that successfully influence the group. The benefit to explore this possibility
would be in produce more general environmental generations that could be applied to
a wide variety of application domains and groups without prior domain knowledge.
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8.2 Constructs for Multi-Robot Formations
Up to this point, only applications where either complete control over the en-
vironment or the environment was the medium that could be manipulated were
considered. It is not always feasible or practical to attempt control of a group by
means of the environment. As we see in the shepherding and caging literature (Lien
et al., 2004, 2005; Pereira et al., 2004; Vaughan et al., 2000; Weiwei et al., 2012),
it may be desirable to control or influence a group with a number of shepherds.
One of the difficulties in this approach is determining or learning the formations the
shepherds should form in order to effectively influence the target group.
Currently, many of the formations used for these applications are ad hoc or hand-
tuned by experts. To address this, we suggest using environments as templates
for potential robot formations. Figure 8.2 is an example of a valid environment
for a given group and behavior being used as a formation template for a piloting
application.
To apply our system to this application, we had to make two additions. First,
we had to add the ability to convert the physical constructs generated by the system
into robot formations and second, we needed to add in task allocation in order to
determine which location in the formation each robot would occupy. Figure 8.3 is
the diagrammatic overview of the system with the two additions. Note, that in
Figure 8.3 the Environment Generation block contains both the environment filter
and validation. Also, as before, we will assume the parameters are given, thus the
Parameter Generation block will be NULL.
To show that our proposed approach would map to formation design, we con-
ducted 80 robot trials using both static environments and six shepherding robots
that use formations derived from the generated environments. We generated envi-
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Figure 8.2: The left figure shows an environment that was generated via the presented
system that is eliciting the corralling behavior from a group of agents. The right
figure shows the same agents being controlled by a set of point (robots) that are in
a formation based on the generated environment.
ronments and formations for four behaviors (tasks). Each task being to coerce the
target group into following a particular trajectory through the given workspace. Pic-
torial representations of the four task are shown in Figure 8.4. For the remaining
figures in this work, the green (light grey) gradient represents the goal location for
the group, the blue (dark grey) gradient represents starting location of the group,
and the dotted black line represents the desired group trajectory.
To generate candidate environments we implemented a simple computational
schema that generates a single line environment at different angles given a anchor
point in the workspace (Algorithm 8). Using our system, we generated valid envi-
ronments for each of the four tasks.
The group of shepherding robots comprised of six mobile robots that are marked
in a way that the target group robots sense them the same as they sensed the
environment. Thus, the shepherd robots and the environment are treated the same
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Figure 8.3: Additions to the presented system for use in formation design investiga-
tions and applications.
in regards to the motion model obeyed by the target group. Each construct (wall)
generated by the system was approximated using three shepherd robots (a hand-
tuned parameter).
After the walls where determined the system generated formations by assigning
three robots equal distance along the wall. For Task 1 and 4 the system generated
solutions with three walls, for Task 2 the solution had four walls, and for Task 3 the
solution had five walls.
It is important to note, that there was no solution found for Task 3 when consid-
ering a completely static environment. To find a solution we had to allow for walls
to be modified over time. Example solutions for all task can be seen in Figure 8.5.
After the templates where generated we needed to determine when and where
each shepherding robot would be during the trial. To determine this we employed
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Figure 8.4: The four task used in the multi-robot formation trials.
the Hungarian method (Kuhn, 1955). After the locations were determined the user
triggers the changes (during runtime) in formations when the target group cleared
the current wall.
The results of the four task can be seen in Table 8.1. Each task for both static
walls and mobile shepherds were conducted 10 times. Figures 8.7, 8.8, 8.9, and 8.10
are time series of selected trials.
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Algorithm 8 Influence Turn Behavior (ITB)
Input: angle, length, anchorPoint,W
Output: An environment e that is comprised of W and the generated construct.
1: point1← anchorPoint
2: point2← anchorPoint+ [length ∗ cos(theta), length ∗ sin(theta)]
3: construct← [point1, point2]
4: e← [W, construct]
5: return e
Figure 8.5: Example solutions generated by the presented system for all four task.
The solid yellow lines represent the physical construct generated by the system.
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Figure 8.6: Pictorial representation of a single trial for Task 3 for six shepherding
robots (red circles) and a target group of five robots (green circles). The desired
task is to guide the target group from the blue circle (dark grey) to the green circle
(light grey) while following the given trajectory (black dotted line). Black lines
represent the trajectories of the robots while the yellow solid lines represent the
physical constructs the shepherding robots are using as formation templates.
Table 8.1: Average fitness values over the robot trials for all four task. Each trial
had a group of four autonomous agents following the BOIDS motion model. For the
case when the static primitives where approximated, six mobile agents where used.
Each trial scenario was run a total of 10 times.
Static Environment Dynamic Agents
Task 1 0.975 0.875
Task 2 0.9 0.675
Task 3 0.925 0.775




Figure 8.7: Time series of two successful multi-robot trials for Task 1. Time series
(a) shows four robots following the BOIDS motion model eliciting Task 1 in a static
environment. Time series (b) shows four robots following the BOIDS motion model
eliciting Task 1 in a static environment with six mobile piloting robots.
(a)
(b)
Figure 8.8: Time series of two successful multi-robot trials for Task 2. Time series
(a) shows four robots following the BOIDS motion model eliciting Task 2 in a static
environment. Time series (b) shows four robots following the BOIDS motion model




Figure 8.9: Time series of two successful multi-robot trials for Task 3. Time series
(a) shows four robots following the BOIDS motion model eliciting Task 3 in a static
environment. Time series (b) shows four robots following the BOIDS motion model
eliciting Task 3 in a static environment with six mobile piloting robots.
(a)
(b)
Figure 8.10: Time series of two successful multi-robot trials for Task 4. Time series
(a) shows four robots following the BOIDS motion model eliciting Task 4 in a static
environment. Time series (b) shows four robots following the BOIDS motion model
eliciting Task 4 in a static environment with six mobile piloting robots.
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9. CONCLUSIONS
The desire to understand and reliably control groups of autonomous individuals
has been a focus of much research and interest throughout history. This dissertation
has explored the current understanding and ability to control such groups in two
ways: (1) a detailed meta-study of the current state of flocking model literature that
focuses on microscopic flocking motion models, and (2) a methodology for exploiting
the flocks group structure for reliable control. The presented meta-study revealed
the need and importance for a more unified and rigorous approach to the study
of the underlying individual behaviors, where the proposed methodology for group
control has shown that rather simple and static environments can be automatically
generated to reliably control various groups of gregarious individuals.
9.1 Microscopic Flocking Models
Using the three presented tools (data-flow template, two taxonomies, and a for-
malization/notation) the commonly seen designs and assumptions in the current
motion models were identified and detailed. Through the use of the presented DT
five critical aspects of the flocking problem are apparent. This dissertation has shown
that failure to properly treat all of the five stages of the DT could lead to incomplete-
ness and/or imprecision in the presentation of the motion model. To demonstrate
this, examples were adhering to the DT, leads to a more complete and precise under-
standing of the model (Section 3.2.2) are presented. Additionally, through analysis
of the selected publications using the two taxonomies (Tables 3.2 and 3.4), common
assumptions made in the literature are identified, and this work shows that the ma-
jority of the investigations of microscopic motion models have the same underlying
aim. Therefore, in an attempt to increase the breadth of flocking motion research,
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the following recommendations for future research investigations.
9.1.1 Recommendations from Unification Tool-Set
The goal of the following recommendations are to help outline a framework/style
for the presentation and design of future microscopic flocking motion models. All of
the recommendations have resulted from applying the previously presented tools to
the selected publications. Based on the study above, if these recommendations are
followed for future publications, the overall understanding of the flocking problem
could significantly be enhanced.
Recommendations from the Data-flow Template
1. The available and type of raw sensor information in the sensing stage affects
all other aspects of the flocking motion model. Therefore, the sensing stage
should explicitly list how all of the required information (e.g., position, velocity,
identification, etc.) is sensed from the group member’s environment.
2. Observations from multiple studies (Vicsek et al., 1995) show that not all re-
quired information is used in the motion computation stage. For those works,
it remains unclear if that information is a part of the motion model, or if that
information is simulating a sensor or group member limitation. Therefore, the
purpose and use of all required information should be clearly described.
3. Specific sensing attributes and limitations (e.g., agent-based detection) may
affect the exhibited flocking motions and/or the design of the motion model.
Therefore, the sensing stage and the group member detection stage should
present any and all assumptions made.
4. As seen in the presentation of the (Viscido et al., 2002) and (Reynolds, 1987)
motion models, there is a possibility for multiple interpretations of a given
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model. To help reduce ambiguities, algorithmic presentations of motion com-
putation stages should be preferred over prose descriptions.
5. The vast majority of the flocking motion literature treats/presents multiple
stages as one stage (typically the neighbor selection and motion computation
stages), which could lead to incompleteness and/or imprecision. Therefore, it is
recommended that all five DT stages should be logically separated and should
also be treated/presented separately.
Recommendations from Design and Validation Taxonomies
1. Ambiguities and/or omissions of important information in the current motion
models make it difficult to compare works across the literature. Therefore,
future publication should explicitly state what attributes and assumptions the
motion model requires and utilizes, respectively.
2. To better accommodate the implementation of flocking motion models on phys-
ical systems (robotic or biological), continuous time models should be preferred
over discrete time models.
3. In some of the literature, the motion model was designed for local information,
but when the model was validated the group members had access to global
information. This inconsistency in the motion model validation could lead to
models which are difficult to implement on a physical system. Therefore, the
method in which the required information is sensed should reflect the type of
information required by motion computation stage (i.e., globally versus locally
sensed).
4. To better simulate real-world situations, future motion models should be vali-
dated using asynchronous group members (when applicable).
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5. The phenomenon of flocking is created through the interaction of many dis-
tributed individual group members. Therefore, motion models should only use
locally sensed information when investigating the flocking phenomenon.
6. Due to flocks existing and operating in real-world environments, future investi-
gations should validate motion models in obstacle filled environments (similar
to environments biological flocks may encounter) or detail the assumptions that
make this unnecessary or potentially detrimental to the model.
9.1.2 Directions for Future Flocking Model Investigations
1. The vast majority of the literature uses agent-based group member detection,
therefore it is suggested that future robotic investigations explore other detec-
tion methods, such as sensor-based detection.
2. As mentioned in Section 3.3, there are other possible definitions of group com-
position; thus, future studies could consider the effects the various definitions
have on the motion model and the exhibited motions of the group.
3. Future investigations could explore what flocking motions are afforded by using
collisions as input to the motion computation stage.
4. The vast majority of the flocking motion models require position information
from the group member’s neighbors. Therefore, future investigations could
explore the production of flocking motions without the use of position infor-
mation.
5. It is reasonable to assume that the output of the motion computation stage
will affect the input of the sensing stage. Future investigations could explore




From observations of groups of gregarious individuals, it is clear that the environ-
ment is a key determinant of the group’s behavior. Recent works have explored meth-
ods for generating environments that can elicit a desired behavior from a given group
but have failed to solve the general problem. This dissertation defines and formalized
the problem of automatically generating such environments. Through a reduction of
the Wharehouseman’s problem, it is shown that this problem is PSPACE-Hard.
This dissertation presents a methodology and framework that can automatically
generate solutions to this problem. Through computer simulations and multi-robot
trials the presented approach and implemented system are validated. Furthermore,
the results support that the approach is general enough to branch into other applica-
tions domains for group control; specifically shepherding applications. This is shown
through the use of physical constructs generated by the system to serve as formation
templates for shepherding robots.
9.2.1 Directions for Future Group Control Investigations
1. The vast majority of the control literature utilizes models of the individual
group members. Future work should consider methods for modeling the in-
teractions between a group and its environment at a macroscopic level. This
could make way for many advances to other limitations to solving this and
other closely related problems.
2. As mentioned in Section 8.1, little to no work has studied the basic building-
blocks or primitives that are critical for group control. Investigations should
explore methods for finding useful primitives as discussed in Section 8.1.
3. This work has discussed deriving useful primitives for group control but has
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not covered the question of how these newly derived primitives are combined.
Future work should consider ways of deriving schemas for the newly created
primitives.
4. As seen in Section 7, the constructs generated from the proposed system are
useful for the generation of robot formations. It may be desirable to merge this
work with the internal group control of heterogeneous groups. Select members
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Table A.1: The translation of the neighbor selection and motion computation stages from the selected flocking models.
Together, these two stages constitute the control-law, which is the primary focus of the vast majority of the literature.
The motion rules presented in this table have been translated into the common notation (Table 1) presented earlier in
this study. The neighbor selection column details the required perception functions (Table 3.1) along with what set(s)
of neighbors will be considered. The motion computation column details the low-level control law, or algorithm, which
computes the next motion of the flock member.




2) ri(t +∆t) =


ri(t) + dˆik(t) if L





2) ri(t +∆t) =


ri(t) + eˆ(t) if L
2(ri(t), rk(t)) > rρ,
⊥ (ri(t) + eˆ(t)) otherwise.
Continued on next page
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Paper Neighbor Selection Motion Computation
l = Nearestk(L









1 + w1L2(ri(t), rj(t))















































Continued on next page
∗This is the formalization of the LCH motion rule that was validated in Viscido et al. (2002). The other version of the motion rule is
discussed in more detail through out this meta-study (see Section 3.3.3).
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Paper Neighbor Selection Motion Computation
Gueron et al.
(1996)
IS = BoundingBoxi((rix − w1, rix + w1),





if (F ∧ ¬LF ∧ ¬RF ∧ ¬LB ∧ ¬RB)∨
(¬F ∧ LF ∧RF ∧ ¬LB ∧ ¬RB)∨
(¬F ∧ ¬LF ∧ ¬RF ∧ LB ∧RB),
θi(t)− 90◦
if (¬F ∧ LF ∧ ¬RF ∧ ¬LB ∧ ¬RB)∨
(¬F ∧ ¬LF ∧ ¬RF ∧ LB ∧ ¬RB),
θi(t) + 90
◦
if (¬F ∧ ¬LF ∧RF ∧ ¬LB ∧ ¬RB)∨
(¬F ∧ ¬LF ∧ ¬RF ∧ ¬LB ∧RB).
F = Anglei() ∩ IS
LF = Anglei() ∩ IS







if (F ∧ ¬LF ∧ ¬RF ∧ ¬LB ∧ ¬RB),
ui(t)
if (¬F ∧ LF ∧ ¬RF ∧ ¬LB ∧ ¬RB)∨
(¬F ∧ ¬LF ∧ ¬RF ∧ LB ∧ ¬RB)∨
(¬F ∧ ¬LF ∧RF ∧ ¬LB ∧ ¬RB)∨
(¬F ∧ ¬LF ∧ ¬RF ∧ ¬LB ∧RB),
0 if (¬F ∧ LF ∧RF ∧ ¬LB ∧ ¬RB),
ui(t)wi if (¬F ∧ ¬LF ∧ ¬RF ∧ LB ∧RB).
LB = Anglei() ∩ IS
RB = Anglei() ∩ IS
See Section 3.4.1
Continued on next page
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ri(t +∆t) = ri(t) + w1∆t ∗ θi(t +∆t)

































k = VoronoiBasedI1 ()\i
l = VoronoiBasedI2 ()\i
Continued on next page
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2, R[0, β]) ri(t +∆t) =


ri(t) + dˆik(t) if L






et al. (1995)† I = DistanceBasedi(L2, R[0, β])



















ri(t + ∆t) = ri(t) + vi(t)∆t









1 if x ≤ w1,
0 otherwise.
Continued on next page
†Uses a common absolute velocity.
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= agent’s mass, τ
.
= rotational relaxation time, and (0 ≤ d ≤ 1) for αij (t).
Continued on next page
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ei(t +∆t) = ν · M(γ, ξ) ·N(s ·
∑
j∈I vj(t)
|I| + (1− s) · a(t)∆ t)
ri(t +∆t) = ri(t) + ei(t)∆t
Where ν
.
= |v|,M(e, ξ) .= rational tensor representing random perturbation
with γ := random unit vector chosen uniformly vectors ⊥ N(
∑
j∈I vj(t)
|I| ) and ξ ∈













































ri(t +∆t) = ri(t) + e where e = [cos θi(t +∆t), sin θi(t +∆t)]
Continued on next page
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−∞ if L2(rj(t) − ri(t) < w3),
1
4
L2(rj(t) − Ri(t)) − w4
w5 − w4 if w3 < L




















−∞ if L2(rj(t) − ri(t) < w3),
1
4
L2(rj(t) − Ri(t)) − w4
w5 − w4 if w3 < L
2(rj (t) − ri(t)) < w5,
1 otherwise.
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I = DistanceBased(L2, R[0, β])
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Go¨kc¸e and
S¸ahin (2009)
I = DistanceBased(L2, R[0, β])
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Tanner et al.
(2003b)











































Il = FixedSet ()
Continued on next page
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Gazi and
Passino (2003)










































xN (t)− g(xN (t)− xN−1(τN−1)− r)

 if i = N.
k = VoronoiBasedI1 ()\i
l = VoronoiBasedI2 ()\i
Where g(·) .= a scaling function and τi .= the time when xi was last sensed.
Olfati-Saber
(2006)




φα(||rj (t) − ri(t)||σ)nij +
∑
j∈I












1 + (x + w3)
2
)
+ (w1 − w2)
]
Continued on next page
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Paper Neighbor Selection Motion Computation
||x||σ = 1ǫ
[√




1 + ǫ||rj(t) −ri(t)||2
aij = ph













π x − h
1 − h
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= −w4 (ri(t) − r∗(t)) − w5 (vi(t) − v∗(t))






I = DistanceBased(L2, R[0, β])
θi(t +∆t) = θi(t) − w1 sˆi(t) + w2aˆi(t) + w3 cˆi(t) + w4di∗(t)
Continued on next page
‡Uses a fixed velocity.
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Table A.1




















Theorem. The GCCG algorithm is resolution complete.
Proof. The GCCG method generates all possible environments given the resolution
and bound constraints given by Cg and P. Each e ∈ Ecand is validated to either a
yes or no solution, thus the GCCG algorithm is resolution complete.
Theorem. The complexity of the GCCG algorithm is exponential.
Proof. Given there are k primitives chosen from P when have kϕ possible combina-



















Thus, resulting in a runtime of O (kϕαγ).
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Figure B.1: Example grammar with equal rule weights (r1 and r2) where S is the
starting non-terminal. All strings of a have a probability of being generated from
this grammar.
Definition 5. ǫ–variability states that any valid environment can have ǫ-perturbations
and still be considered valid.
Theorem. The GCG algorithm is probabilistically complete.
Proof. Due to the assumption of ǫ–variability we know there exist a volume of valid
environments in the configuration space of possible environments. The GCG algo-
rithm is probabilistically complete if all possible environments have a probability of
being generated. If the rules defined in Cg have equal probabilities of being selected,
such as the grammar in Figure B.1, then the GCG algorithm is probabilistically
complete.
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